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Princeton, Caldwell County, Kentucky, Thursday, February 16, 1950

. I. Seizes

Jobless During January
e Persons For Reaches Postwar High
onia Stickup

Rains and floods togethei with
the usual post-Christmas seasonal slumps teamed with the coal
mining stoppages to skyrocket initial unemployment insurance
claims to 21,088 in January, according to a revert from the Department of Economic Security.
The initial claims, which indicate job layoffs, jumped 54 per
cent over the December number
and reflects the highest new jobless claim activity for any month
since April 1939.
The report, issued by 0. B.
Hannah, Ul Division director, at
Frankfort, explained that while
continued claims showed only a
9 per cent increase over December,,shasmer gains can be expected this month as a result of the
heavy new claims load registered in January.
Total benefits paid in January
decreased 6 per cent from December to $1,283,212.
Hannah listed six primary
causes for .the heavy load of job

Likes Dad's Music

Number 33

Hit-Run Victims
Rotary Club To Present Its Fourth
Annual Minstrel Revue Fgbruary 24-25 Still In Serious

displacements last month, as:
I. Construction adlivity slumped due to weather conditions; 2.
Retail and wholesale trade establishments released workers following the holiday peak; 3. Some
mines shut down and workers
were released in other industries
due to the coal situation. 4.
Floods in western Kentucky resulted in layoffs; 5. A labor
dispute in Louisville idled 3,000
workers who were not directly
involved; 6. Seasonal and market
factors caused other scattered layoffs.
Heavy job displacements showed a direct influence in activities
of the Employment Service Division, L. P. Jones, director, said
in reporting a new postwar law
of 1,368 job placements in January. .Exceptionally sluggish hiring activity In manufacturing,
construction and trade caused the
decrease, he said. He added that
new registrations for jobs increased in ratio to new UI claims filed.

Condition Here

The Princeton Rotary Club's
fourth annual minstrel revue entitled, "Honey Boy Minstrel,"
orities Reported
Elliott Mitchell Is
will be presented at 8 p. m. Feb• y They Were
ruary 24 and 25 at the Butler
Being Held In City
High School auditorium with
ing In On A
Jail On Two
/rotary Queen Anne Quisenberry
th Suspect
Charges
presiding.
men and a woman are beMiss Quisenberry, daughter of
.Two members of the Princeton
• by federal authorities in
Mr. and Mrs. Major S. Quisenberfire department, including the
$4,177
the
recent
with
ion
ry, W. Main street, and a senior
chief, were in a serious condition
, of the Fredonia Valley
at Butler High School, was chosWedpessday at the Princeton
:rid the $6,000 holdup of
en football queen at Butler this
Hospital as the result of injuries
mpus Mills, Tenn., bank,
last season. She also is a membele
received Wednesday night, Feb.
ng to an announcement
of the school's Glee Club.
8, when an automobile Plowed
Interlocutor and director of the
he Louisville F. B. I. ofthrough a group of firemen who
teen-part ehow, which is schedulwere washing a fire truck on
ed to last an -hour and fifty minNina Owen Henley, 38,
EasVearket street. utes, will be Harry Long.
James Henley was arrestTWe injured men are Gordon
Clarence Allen Woodall III,
Others in the cast include Miss
urday by federal agents
Glenn, chief of the department,
C.
A.
Woodand
Mrs.
Mr.
son
of
Jayrre Hogan, soloist; Elwood
arged with aiding in the
and Hampton Nichols, fireman.
all, Jr., Hopkinsville, will be 0- Cook, Joe Callender, Gordon Lis• 21 holdup of the FreHospital attendants reported late
s. antby, Homer Purdy, Ted Goodakold February 26.
months
k.
Wednesday afternoon that the
Woodall is the former Maritime er, Sam Steger, Burhl Hollowell,
t,and, James, 35, of Pacondition of Glenn is fair while
Walker, daughter of Mr. and 0. L. Adams, Boston Criswell, ,
seized Friday on a
Nichols still is in a critical condiMrs. Leo Walker, Hopkinsville Hugh Blackburn, Dawson Nichols, I ,
participating in both
tion. Both men suffered skull
Road. Mr. Woodall is band direc- end men; Oliver 011eock, Howe„.enia and Bumpus Mills
fractures, concussion and shock.
tor at Hopkinsville High SchooL ard Stone, John McKinney,
e. Cecil Mansfield, 34, a
Glenn and Nichols, volunteer
George Filer, Dick Morgan, Denr who formerly lived at
fireman and jailer of this counQUISENBERRY,
ANNE
MISS
Rotary
Queue
nis
Hodge,
Willard
Moore,
Cecil
h, also was arrested Frity, and two other members' or
Smith, Bill Willis, Virgil Smith,
F. B. I. agents at Detroit
and the Bendettes. Miss Alexan- the volunteer fire department had
Malcolm ,Cummins and John S. Nancy Stowers as director,
robbery charge.
The major feature of the rnM- der, of St. Louis, is the niece of returned from a fire which gutHutcheson; Jr., white comedians;
Henley was put in the McVivian Cleiire Moore, Sue Cray- strel will be the "Kink In Kiz- J. D. Alexander, of Princeton. ted the house of H. B. Peek on
county jail a few minyens, Kay Crider, Jane Adams zie's Wedding, with 0. L Adams Maurice Luckett will play the Dawson road and were washing
Lyon County Native
ter she was seized at the
and Melanie Rowland, tap chor-- playing the bride and Ted Good- pianoesolovox • with Don Gran- the fire truck in the street in
,f a Paducah relative. She
Was The Father Of
us; Miss Vivian Claire Moore, tip aker 'playing the part of tee staff playing a piano accordian. • front of The Leader office when
ken before Federal CornPreceding the show and begin- a hit-and-run driver struck them
soloist; Mrs. Dawson Nichols, pi- bridegroom.
Miss
Busch
Cummins
er A. E. Boyd and placed
During the wedding ceremony, ning at 7:30 p. m. each night an down.
ano accompanist, and the Butler
Funeral services for Thome
a $20,000 bond.
Others involved in the mishap
Glee Club, which includes Cath- Dr. Elwood C o o k, playing the orchestra under the direction of
Cummins, who died at his h
re of Mrs. Henley 'was ansuffered only bruises. They were
erine Hopper, Pat Dalzell, Nancy part of Cal Crook, will object to K. V. Bryant will entertain.
street
on
Grace
Wednesday
We'd,
specHallford,
d ley Fred
Glenn, Nancy Armstrong, Joanne the marriage. The minister will
Teeeets to the minstrel will be identified as Reginald Hobby and
Feb. 8, at 7 p. m., after an illneas
ent. The announcement
Word, Mattie Lou McGough, Joan be Sam Steger. Dawson Nichols on sale at the schools and at R. M. Oliver.
about
a
year,
were
of
condtteeed
a surprise since the F. B.
Mitchell, Sue Trader, L'Wanda will play the part of Capt. Cotton. Corner and Wood Drug stores.
Officers found the hit-run auto
at Brown's Funeral Home tete
Friday it was closing in on
McCarthy, Carolyn
Another feature of the last pert Proceeds from the show will go abandoned on the street about
McGuirk,
day, Feb. 10, by the Rev.
man believed to be imDorla Stallins, Norma Cartwright will be presented by Kay Alex- to the Rotary Club's underprivi- three blocks from the fire
M. Hatler.
• in t h e Fredonia and
station.
and Carolyn Croft wite !Ms.; ander, acrehaties, baton and tap leged children fund.
Lyon
county
Born
in
March
1,
stickups.
• • Mills
Later they arrested the owner
Cummins
1865,
Mr.
had
lived
.
man still is being sought,
of the car and a companion. ComExamination Announced
there all his life, where he was Business Woman's Club
d said, according to latest
monwealth's Attorney Alvin Lisengaged in farming, until thjpe Celebrates Its Fourth
For Postoffice Job
'ports, and the F.B. I. exanby identified the owner as Earl
years ago when he came to
The U. 3. Civil Service Cornseize him in a short
Anniversary At Banquet
F:inceton to make his home'
miesion announces an examina- Vinson, 27, and the companion as
e suspect's name was not
Elliott Mitchell, about 25. VinMrs.
Margaret
T.
James,
first
a daughter. Miss Busch Cu
tion for substitute clerk-carrier
s.
••
He was a son of the late M.: et ivice-president of. the Kentucky
for duty at the Princeton post- son was released by officers afAnother Delay Voted
ter making a statement that
field was ordered removand -Rebecca Prince Cummins.: Business and Professional Worn
office.
Mitchell borrowed the car 30
Louisville Tuesday under
By Hopkinsville
Mr. Cummins was a member of en's Federation, and an instrucAge limit for the position is 18
minutes before the accident.
bond to face the robbery
the Friendship Methodist chervil. tor in the Business University,
to
50.
This
limit will be waived
Board Of Trade
Lyon county, and the Eddyville Bowling Green,topoke tcy.
for persons eietItted- -toe veteran Milkobell was. Jailed on warrant
Salek,on the Hopkihsville dark preference,
-.charging him with leaving the
mately 60 members of the local
persons were said to have
Masonic Lodge.
and, under certainpart in the Fredonia holdSurvivors are another daughter, BPW Club at their bancidet meet- fired auction floors will not re- circumstances, for, war-service in- scene of an accident without retti•
ree armed men entered the
Mrs. Clyde Kilgore, Caldwell ing Monday night, Feb 13, at the open until Monday, the board of definite employees. No specific dering aid and assault and batFirst Christian Church. The event trade decided at a meeting late experience or education is re- tery.
nd at gun point took the
Three-weeks-old Robin- Jay Merriman gets his first instruc- county; two sons, Eugene, Prince
also marked the fourth birthday Monday. The market elosea down quired, but all applicants must
urn cashier Keith Rogers. tion in baseball from his
.Eddyville
and
ton,
011ie,
Road;
famous father, Lloyd, outfielder for the
last week becaute the amount of
two brothers, C. H., Prihceton, of the local club.
said a fourth man waited Cincinnati Reds and former ace fullback
pass a written examination de- Eddyville Flood Stage
for Stanford University.
wet tobacco clogging the prizeries signed
and
at the wheel of a get- The fanette, of course, is Mrs.
Mrs.
U.
L.,
James'
Evansville,
Ind.
is
subject
was
He
"How
to test their ability in
Merriman and the scene is their home
Is Third Highest In
ar.
also survived by several nieces To Obtain Life's Greatest Val- and warehouse facilities. The sit- sorting and in following instrucin Sacramento, Calif. (AP Wirephoto)
u,ation
has
not
imp:oved
to
any
and nephews. His wife preceded ues." She was introduced by Mire
Town's History
tions.
him in death in 1947.
Virginia McCaslin, who acted as appreciable extent.
Applicants for these positions
Eddyville flood stage was thc
•ds To Improve
Rotary Club To Loan
Workshop Scheduled
t
Similar action was being taken must actually reside within the third
Several songs were sung by toastmistress.
highest in history Tuesday
Explained
At
e
City Oxygen Apparatus Mrs. W. 0. Towery, Mrs. Frank One of the highlights of the I in Clarksville and Springfield, delivery zone of 'the Princeton night-67.6
For County Agents
feet—and the WeathMembers of the Princeton Ro- Wylie, Mr. E. B. Chandler and meeting included the
A district workshop for county
, Home Group Meet
lighting 0.1
t Tenn., the two other eastern dark postoffice or be bona fide patrons er Bureau warned residents there
unanimously
Club
voted
tary
I
fired
markets,
and
the
Rev.
Murray
Joe
Callender,
and
accomof
that
office.
the birthday cake by the presiof a 68.5 crest by Friday.
•r pastures, increased liye- agents and 4-H home economic Tuesday
night to loan the city panied by Mrs. George Pettit at dent, Miss Elizabeth Gray,
Applications for this examinaMore than a hundred Eddyville
and t Mayfield in Western Kentucky.
oduction and better man- leaders will be held from 10 a. m.
inhalator
department
proan
fire
!
The
Murray
and
the
organ.
Mayfield
martion must be filed with the Sixth business places and homes had
naming the 1950 candle "Energy."
offer opportunity flor to 3 p. m. Wednesday, Feb. 22, at
city
the
will
maintain
the
vided
kets
are
closed
until Feb. 21.
Pallbearers were Roy Ward,
Regional Office, U. S. Civil Ser- been evacuated. The Lyon County
Miss Robert Lee Beck served asi
tel income of farm fend- the Farm Bureau room at Hop- apparatus.
Members also v.oted to Powell Oldham, Oscar George, J.
An Associated Press dispatch vice Commission, U. S. Post Of- Herald, a weekly newspaper,
id Edd Daniel, farm man- kinsville, it is announced.
chairmae
in
charge
of
the
and
conehold both a Farmers' Night and T. Kilgore, Owen Thomas and
Speaker for the occasion will. Fredonia
mittee of arrangements. The din- from Lexington stated that Lex- fice and Courthouse, Cincinnati 2, Gresham Brothers store moved
specialist, to the farm
Night. However, dates James Hubbard.
a
ington,
the
one
Ohio,
not
burley
tobacco
later
than
February
28, out Tuesday. The motion picture
ing room was decorated in red,
ome development group be Pheane Ross of the sociology for the
two events were not
Burial was in Cedar Hill Cemmet in the circuit court department of the University of
white and blue, providing the center still operating in the 1950. Further information and aP- theater also was closed Tuesday
scheduled. Program for the meet- etery.
eight
state belt, is idle after sell- plicatiOn forms may be' obtained night. Only :business places operKeptucky. His subject will be
riday.
George Washington and Valening consisted of an open discusing 62,830 pounds • of the leaf from the Commission's local sec- ating were a drygoods store
tine motif.
and
cen families visited the "Do Your 4-H'ers Have Fun?"
sion by the entire membership. HOPKI8VILLE 54, BUTLER 38
Monday. It averaged $34.52 per retary who is located at the post- the bank.
of Mr. and Mrs. W. P. OldSouvenirs were donated by hundredweight.
Leaders will judge food, home
Hp4nsville — The Hopkinsoffice.
Them
newspaper has been offernd Mr. and Mrs. Willis furnishings and clothing under TO PREACH SUNDAY
yule Tigers went en a scoring Walker's Drug Store, GoldnamThe marketing division of the
ed the services of The Princeton
rd to observe methods of the direction of the field agents
The Rev. J. T. Cunningham binge here Tuesday night to er's and the Atlantic and Pacific State Department, of
Butler
Future
Farmers.
Agriculture
Leader until the high water sub, beef cattle, to study farm in 4-H work, according to Home will preach at 11 a. m. Sunday at trounce Princeton Butler's Tig- Tea Co.
said Lexington will sell today To Give Broadcast
sides.
and to observe home im- Agent Wilma Vandiver
Cedar Bluff Baptist Church.
ers by a 54-38 score.
and hold its last auction F. dey. 1 Six members of the Butler
It was the third time in history
ent, stated R. A. Mabry,
FREDONIA 60, DAWSON 59
agent.
Fredonia — A successful fol- . Mayfield and Murray disposed Chapter of Future Farmers of that the newspaper a n d Greslow-up by Sub ,Bobby Walker of 438,186 pounds of leaf Monday' America will discuss the 12 pur- ham's store have moved out begroup is to meet in the
poses of F. F. A. in a broadcast cause of -high water'. Occupants
just
as the final horn sounded to realize an average-of $25.91.
courtroom today for the
at 12:45 p. 'm. Tuesday, 'Feb. 21, moved out of the buildings in
gave the Fredonia Yellow Jack- REVIVAL ANNOUNCED
meeting.
over radio station WHOP at Hop- 1927 and 1937. In 1937 the stage
ets a 60-59 victory over Dawson
A revival will begin at 7:30 p.m. kinsville,_it is announced.
was 76.9 feet and in 1927 it was
Springs' Panthers -here Tuesday
Monday, Feb. 20, at the PrinceThose participating in the dis- 70 feet. Flood stage is 50 feet.
night. Dawson took its only lead
ton General Baptist Church un- cussion will be Billy Pierce,
Part of Kuteawa's residential
with five seconds remaining, but
der the direction of the Rev. 0. James Hodge, Herbert Scott, Jack area is flooded and some families
Way back in 1907, the year the ' ed over to his brother, Charles, States, or as far as we know, in it was short-lived.
QUESTION
Clark of Irvington, it is an- Cook, Roy Hawkins and Ellis R. have been evacuated. The town's
Dean Akridge, Fredonia's high- B.
t •:uggestions would you Illinois Central Depot was built, who ran it successfully until his the world, that has a private toinounced.
outlet roads are blocked to norJohnston.
.
scoring
1940.
pivbter,
death
in
allied
22 points
'
eliminate some of construction was begun on t h e
let in each and every room,"
mal traffic.
After Charles' death, Mrs. Lucy
for scoring honors. Charlie Nichss traffic hazards?
Princeton Hotel which is now loGranny says. Their down stairs ols led t -he Panthers, with 19
Brown,
Mrs.
a
Lester.
niece
of
the
corner
on
Cave
and
cated
of
ANSWERS
tried her hand at the business parlor rooms, of which they are points.
Butler Band To
ry Barnett: Traffic lights, Depot Streets. Possibly several
Score by quarters:
but she later sold out to Colonel most proud, have housed such
means. Three or four would persons can recall back to 1907
Present
Concert Feb. 18
I. B. Tanner who quite humor- people of prominence as the cel- Fredonia
9 32 49 60
The Butler Band, under the di' many types of acci- when the corner-stone was laid
dubbed
himself
ously
Dawson
"the
Springs
9
world's
ebrated
and
28
world
42
known
violin59
leh have recently oc- and work started on the structure
rection of K. V. Bryant, will preFredonia (60)
which is one of the largest brick worst hotel operator." Mr. Tan- ist, David Rubinoff; and the honsent a concert at 8:15 p. m. Saturhotel
ner
for
ran
Forwards:
two
the
years orable Governor of Kentucky
Vinson 12, Sigler,
day, Feb. 18, at Butler High
le Hodge: I would. like buildings in Princeton.
and quit. Then along came the with his wife and many other Walker 4, a Rogers 6.
Dick Lester started construc- present
School auditorium. Franz Schufee several suggestions,
owner, W. L. Granstaff. big names currently well known.
Center: Alcrideete 22.
tion on the hotel after acquiring
bert's "Rosamunde" and George
That was four years ago.
Guards: Wig Mon II, Riley 5.
Mr. Granstaff states that he is
p cow-pasture across from the
Enesco's "First Roumanian RhapToday, after many fights, quer- doing very satisfactory business
Hation ot traffic lights.
Dawson Springs (59)
sody" will be featured. Numbers
see officers should strict- Depot then known as the Balite rells, ups and downs and then with one of the highest class
Forwards: Wyatt 12, Eli 7, Fletby the clarinet quartet, cornet
rce existing parking and Place. The building was complet- side-ways, the old hotel is com- clientele of which he is most cher 12.
quartet, brass sextette, drum seced in 1908 but Mr. Lester had ing into her own again like the proud. The
regulations.
Center:
C. Nichols 19.
Princeton Hotel is
then found that he had run out "fair
tion in a drum novelly and a
e city needs a motorcycle
lady that she is," Granny now listed with pride in the naGuards: Russell, J. Nichols 9
xylophone solo by Rosie 'beck
,an so that the downtown of funds and did not have the says. "She has been newly decor- tional Hotel Directory: The Hotel
also will be featured. The pub..in be policed and on the "where-with" to finish the Guild- ated throughout in a modernistic Red-Book.
Local firm To Give
lic is cordially invited.
of town weeding velii- Mg completely or furnish it at style. There is a new toof over
Mr. Granstaff says, "There's
the time. Mr. Lester then moved the
ii
entire building, a new heat- never a dull moment. In the four Anniversary Party
stopped. I suggest that
y install a transmitter in back to the farm and made an- ing plant, having fully coMplieci short years we have known tragThe H. C. P'Pool Tractor and
Robert Drake Named
other crop.
with the Stale Fire Regulations edy and romance, weddings, Implement Company, in co-op3, hall and a radio in the
COy
Patrolman
However, in the fall of 1908, and because of its isolated situa- deaths and even child-birth, for eration with Ferguson distribuar so that instruction calls
"Members of t he Princeton
he took his brother, Charles, into tion it is one of the safest hotels we have handled many and var- tor executives of Princeton, will
made to patrolmen.
Board of Council voted to emple should cooperate with the firm as a Partner and the in Western Kentucky so far as ied people. We like it and enjoy observe the 10th anniversary of
ploy Robert B. Drake as City pain every way because hotel was furnished and opened fire hazards are concerned," he it Wilich is the reason I never the Ferguson Company of Detrolman at the Council's regular
stated. The hotel is comprised of go up-town." Mr. Granstaff goes triot with a free anniversary parre employed to serve the to the public.
weekly meeting Monday night at
A ball was held on the opening 58 modern rooms. Twenty-seven on to say. "Lots of people who ty on Tuesday, Feb. 21, at the
City Hall.
bath,
seven
private
rooms
officials
have
Many
have
lived
and
a
high
night.
local
firm's
in
the
headquarters,
shadow
of
it
is
this
Ed Young: I believe that
tallation of traffic lights celebrities attended and as we un- have private showers. Also there hotel for years seem to be afraid announced. Besides the showing
several
rooms
clean,
neat
to enter its portals. They seem to of two motion pictures, cake an'd
Laymen's Revival To
downtown area would be derstand it, everyone present got are
think that this hotel is exclusive- refrethments will be served.
lpful. Also, I would tug- drunk with the exception of A. without I:filth.
Be Held At Flat Rock
at our law enforcement 0. Stanley, and Ralph McNary, "Incidentally, we judge that ly for the traveling man. This is Farmers and their families of this
eoeies.-eie reustir ieue noels net near, as ne sits in his crib
A laymen's revival will begin
regularly inspect motor. Negro. Years went by and. Mr. therl are few people in Princeton not so. This is your hotel and our community are invited to attend. at Children's Memorial Hospital in Chicago where he was rushed at Flat Rock Cumberland Presby
_after he swallowed 30 peppermint-flavored amirins he mistook for terian Church Monday
rakes, lights and other Lester.conducted a good business or even in the State that know hotel and we want you to feel
night, FID
Miss Katharine Garrett has re- allindy. Nurse Laura Mitchell finds it difficult to give Edgar his 20, with
isms for the purpose of and had success. Upon Lester' that the Princeton Hotel is one proud of it and use it to your adservices every night, be
hotels
vantage
in
the
United
at
all
times."
turned from.a visit in Louisville Medicine attar,his efomach Was pumped.(AP Photo)
rettreenent the businegs was turn- of the only
• safety.
ginning at 7 Ir. It,it et announced
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Funeral Rites Held
For T. H. Cummins,

Dark Fire Sales
To Resume Monday
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The Cow Story Up-To Date
are a Republican,
It doesn't make any difference whether you
from the Berarticle
following
the
Independent,
an
or
a Democrat
to see our
wish
who
read
to
all
for
good
is
nice. La., News-Journal
survive.
government
representative
American system of
buy a bull.
Capitalism: If you have two cows, you sell one and
them to
Socialism: If you have two cows, you give one of
your neighbor.
the govCommunism: If yon have two cows, you give them to
ernment and the government gives you milk.
and give
Fascism: If you have two cc ws, you keep the cows
the milk to the government.
one, milk the
New Deal: If you have two cows, you shoot
other, then pour the milk down the drain.
so you
Fair Deal: If you have two cows, you let them starve
better,
can buy your milk in cans, thus making business

February Has A Heart
February has a heart, but the jaunty little fellow doesn't wear
it merely on his valentines.
The mighty mite, the smallest of the 12 months of the year,
has a long and noted reputation for possessing a contrary nature,
weatherwise. With howling glee he dumps two feet of snow in the
driveways of unsuspecting folk or sends temperatures plunging to
subzero marks at the slightest whim.
February, the saucy chap that he is, scoffs at weather prognosticators and chuckles out loud at the plight of the poor groundhog
on Candlemas Day.
But impetuous February need not defer to any of his fellow
months. For February has produced such world-famous figures as
George Washington, Abraham Lincoln, Charles Dickens, and Henry
W. Longfellow, and has recorded a long list of major events, including the election of John Quincy Adams to the presidency of the
United States, the admission of Oregon and Nevada to the Union,
the opening of the Suez Canal, and the signing of the Versailles
, Treaty.
Yes, February has a heart. But it lies even deeper than its
record of events reveals. America's loved poet William Cullen
Bryant found the heart of February when he wrote:
The February sunshine steeps you
boughs,
And tints the buds and swells the leaves
within.
In other words, "Spring is just around the corner."
—(Christian Science Monitor)

Electoral College
The United States Senate has %sited to submit to the states an
amendment to modernize the electoral college. In the Senate, the
Lodge-Gossett resolution was adopted by a vtite of 64-27 which is
three more than the two-thirds necessary. Under the system as
proposed in the Senate:
I. Each state would have its electoral votes computed as at
present—the total of its membership in the House plus two votes
representing its two senators. House membership is based on population.
2. Insteadssf the high man•winning all of the state's electoral
votes under.the present unit or winner-take-all rule, each state's
electoral votes -would be divided, down to the nearest thousandth.
3. The electoral count of each state would be forwarded to a
joint session of Congress Which would add up the votes. If the top
ndidate received 40 per cent of the electoral vote, he would be
named president.
4. If no candidate received 40 per cent, then the Congress,
sitting in joint session with each member of the House and Senate
having one vote, would choose the President from the top two candidates. A Majority of the total membership, 266 out of 531, would
be necessary to elect.
All of the Democrats'in the Senate but four voted for the LodgeGossett resolution. Both Senators Chapman and Withers, of Kentucky, were for it after the resolution reached its final form. The
objection of those who did vote against the measure was that it
might in some way reduce the present party division or infringe upon
states' rights, but it appears that these are actually well safe-guarded in the way the electoral college vote would be counted. Some
of the obsolete features of the electoral college system still will be
retained, and it may be impossible to get away from them.
.
—(The Lexington Herald)

Hydrogen Hysteria
There is grave danger that the super-bomb will become America's Maginot Line. To make it the keystone of the United States'
military planning Would lead into perilous paths. To permit military planning to become America's chief reliance for maintaining
its position in the world would be suicidal. Mere military might
does not even spell security.
Most of President Truman's advisors recommended continued
work on the hydrogen bomb chiefly from fear that the United States
would otherwise be outmatched in development of efficient weapons. The H-bomb can be justified simply as a possible deterrent
of atomic aggression by another power. On this ground the decision
to "bay" the superbomb was made. But to assume that it constitutes
a complete defense—or offense—would be a desperate delusion.
Even to approach that assumption would make the H-bomb cost
too much.
Among some of Mr. Truman's advisers there was more than a
little question about the H-bomb—apparently on this very ground.
Men like David Lilienthal are well aware that the spectacular features of the A-bomb have distorted American thinking. They, have
seen the obsession with tbe destructive side of atomic energy. They
have noted how the myth of a quick, cheap war—even the ugly
temptation of "preventive" war—has been fed by reliance on an
atomic blitz.
Mistakes of this kind in connection with the atom could be
perpetuated and multiplied even as the power of the H-bomb multiplies that of the A-bomb. Overemphasis on hydrogen could spell
underemphasis on all the other means by which the United States
must be prepared to maintain and advance itssideals and interests.
In the military field it could mean further distortion of defense
plans by overemphasis on strategic bombing at the expense of a
balanced defense team, with tactical airpower, seapower, and ground
forces also adequately developed.
But the military mistakes are only part of the Peril in Maginotmindedness. Hydrogen hysteria might easily cause America to overlook the fact that no amount of singlehanded military might will
answer today's threats. It could encourage neoisolationiern and
illusions of self-sufficiency at a moment when cooperation among
the free peoples is more than ever necessary. It could cause neglect
of the United Nations and of other avenues for building mutual
understanding and a rule of law. It could divert attention somewhat from one of the prime bulwarlcs of American security—constant efforts for more successful operation of its own free system.
These are not vague and hypothetical dangers. Take specific
situations. The H-bomb program will be bidding for appropriations
against all other weapons—including guided missiles, which may
proee to be a defensive answer to all bombings. It will be a rival
of the Voice of America, one of the most effective instruments in
the basic warfare to defeat lies and win good will.
Right down the line the H-bomb should be recognised not
simply as a threat to a potential enemy, but as a threat to alternative
"weapons," both physical and mental. The surest way for Americans to avoid hydrogen hysteria is to gain perspective endplate more
reliance on alternatives, particularly peaceful alternatives.
—(The Christian Science Monitor)
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A special feature to better acquaint Princetonians with their
hometown merchants and business
firms will be featured in The
Leader euch week beginning
with this issue of the paper.
The feature not only will provide a permanent record of the
history of many business houses
but it will also remind the city's
citizens of the many services
these merchants provide throughout the year. The articles will be
published without charge as a
public service to the community.
*
*
The Leader recently has had
several inquiries about the pictures of children taken to be
published in this paper's forthcoming feature, "Citizens of Tomorrow." Although the editor at
this writing has no definite information and cannot give a specific date, he is reasonably sure
the mats from the picture studio
will arrive within the next week
or two. Those who selected proofs
and bought pictures for their awn
use should receive the pictures
this week. Ours came in Monday's mail, my 'better half in
forms me.

•
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Washington
Letter
By Jane Eads
Washington—Uncle Sam's folding money is wearing out. The
Treasury hasn't been replacing
the tired and dog-eared bills as
fast as the demand has increased.
Alvin W. Hall, director of the
Bureau of Engraving and Printing, recently told Congress that
the Treasury Department "has
received complaints from all
parts of the country concerning
the poor condition of currency
in circulation." He said Treasury's
reserve stocks of paper money
are lower than a "safe minimum."
He asked funds to print 117,006,000 sheets of money during the
next fiscal year—an increase of
7,000,000 sheets over the amount
set fOr'tifielkear.
The Bureau of Engraving and
Printing designs, engraves and
prints currency, bonds, postage
and revenue stamps, checks and
miscellaneous engraved work for
the various governmental departments and independent establishments and the insular Possessions.
Its printings cover a wide
range of subject matter, from the
lowly one-half cent postage
stamp to the lofty $1,000,000 Certificate of Indebtedness, officer's
commissions or genuine parchment, invitations and admission
cards to White House receptions,
diplomas for the Coast Guard
Academy and certificates of merit awarded by the Army and
Navy. It' also prints cigaret and
liquor stamps and postal savings certificates.
During the fiscal year 1949 the
buseau used approximately 5,907
tons of paper and 7,797 tons of
ink. It printed 1,121,160,000 onedollar silver certjficates and 561,480,000 other pieces of currency
with a face value of 5,405,160,000.
Paper money is the principal
product of the bureau. The three
types now in circulation can be
identified by means of the color
of the seal and serial number
appearing on the face of the note.
On silver certificates they are
blue, United States notes red,
Federal Reserve notes green.
Twelve denominations of currency are issued, ranging from $1,
with Washington's picture on it,
to $100,000 wh Wilson's portrait. The $100,000 note is a gold
certificate issued to Federal Reserve banks only. You don't get
a look at it.
There is a constant turn-over of
paper money. When federal reserve notes, U. S. silver certificates or U. S. notes become unfit
for further circulationtbanks turn
them in to the Federal Reserve
banks throughout the country for
credit.
Mr. Hall says,paper money lasts
only from eight to 10 months. It
all depends, he tells me, on what
part of the county it is in circulation. In industrial sections, for
instance, it is handled more
roughly, gets soiled quicker than
in white collar areas.
•
Angel Falls in Eastern Venezuela is 3,312 feet high, 15 times
higher than Niagara, and is believed to be the highest falls in
,
the world.
The tilt of the leaning tower
of Pisa has increased by a little
more than a quarter of an inch in
the past 12 years.
Australia is staging a campaign
to curtail the mistletoe which
kills many of that continent's forest trees.
Kits have been put on the market to convert 10-inch television
sets into a le-incher.
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generations of men and women are really
makeup — the same as at the home of Mr. and Mrs. E
whose fasdinating customs are ences in
human beings.
M. McCaslin Sunday.
added to the touching story of other
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In an article offering parents
their lives to make this unusual
and teachers a point of view tonovel.
July 23, 1929. Invitations have
seldom emphasized, been issued by Mrs. Sallie P. CatIt is a land where the aged and ward twins
Beim, children.'s book lett for a bridge party to be givfeeble are put out, or go volun- Lorraine
in a family maga- en Thursday afternoon, honoring
tarily, to die in the cold; the girl author, writes
(Family Circle Magazine): - Mrs. Guy Stevens, of Blackfoot,
baby, too, may be exposed, to zine
There are as many basic differ- Idaho, and Mrs. Powell Catlett,
speed the bearing of strong sons.
between twins — in their of Los Angeles.
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who
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there are so few women and so
young students, has
but for other mem- most capable
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little food.
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returned
friends,
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where she took post graduate
The monster Polar bear is bait- teachers to do so, too.
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ed with a spring knifc set in a
are
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lives
their
in
"Early
Teachers College.
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made conscious of their being exfor what we'd call a rainy day,
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being
of
fact
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which may be to them a night
1929. Mr. and Mrs.
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July
the
for
important
twin becomes
half a year long, they stack away a
attention and admira- Harvey Moore and Mr. and Mrs.
meat until the maggots rot it increased
causes. It is pleasant to be Alex Wilson returned Sunday
tastefully. When they catch game, tion it
favorably and to be giv- night from a week's auto trip to
noticed
eyes,
they eat it all, the liver, the
attention whe'rever you Chicago and other points. They
special
en
the intestines, all the parts which,
go. But this has dangers, too; for report a very pleasant trip and
as the white man's proverb says,
seeking this kind of satisfaction a good time in the 'Windy City."
strengthen a part.
• • •
may force them to exploit their
But no other wisdom of the
August 6, 1929. Mr. and Mrs
white man is of any use at all. twinness.
Continuing, she says, "If twins Stegar Dollar and dainty daughThey cannot use the church and
its teachings, at least not as des- are brought up to depend on each ters, Eunice Adair and Evelyn
cribed here. They cannot under- other for play, protection, school- Polk, left here Sunday for St.
stand why it is worse to slay an work, appearance, even sleeping Joseph's Island, Opt., Canada,
evil-doer, like the guest who in- hablits, they never learn to de- where they will spent the remainsults his host by refusing the of- velop se 1 f-reliance, to make der of the summer weeks enjoyfer of the host's wife, than to frisnds easily, to express their lug life in the open and the cool
slay fox or seal. Their wisdom is separate individualities. Later in northern zephyrs.
how tc hitch up huskies, drop life these are serious hindrances.
•
babies into a hole in the snow, As mature people, facing separamarriage
by
other
each
tion
from
prepare skins. It is the strange,
curious wisdom of Ivanhoo who, or careers, they will find it diffireceiving a pressed flower as a cult to stand alone, to get along
Statistics show that the most
remembrance from a departing independently.
"Another consequence is that important item in agricultural
white, thanks him, pops it into
mechanization is the tractor.
TO BUSINESS FIRMS:
her mouth, and exclaims, "De- the simple and natural anger or
jealousy that is bound to exist
Prospects for your products or services can find
licious!"
By 1960, women will probably
you easily if you are properly represented in the
"Where the white men reign, along, with affection between any outnumber the American male
NEW Classified Telephone Directory (Yellow
you are ignorant," Ivanhoo learns two people will have to be so population by about 700,000, the
Pages).
from an Eskimo, "but in your deeply buried that tension, anxi- Twentieth Century Fund predicts.
land it is they who are ignorant." ety, and resentment may result."
For representation in the NEW Classified DiAn early measurement was the •
How appallingly ignorant we Mrs. Beim adds:
rectory or for additional or changed listings in
"hand"—the
distance
across the
all would be in their land we
"To be constructive about havthe Alphabetical Section, please call the Telelearn in this absorbing story. It's ing twins, you need to accept the palm—and is still used in determphone Business Office now. Additions clad
an ignorance some squeamish situation, recognize the problems, ining the height of horses,
changes cannot be made after the above closreaders might be happy to pre- and encourage individuality. If
ing dates.
Among the earliest weights
serve, yet the Eskimos are a hap- you foster independence you will were
Use the New Classified ... Your Handy Buyer's G
seeds of grain—and a
py people, and wise enough, help twins grow strong and make
"grain" is still used in weighing
when they come in contact with them less likely to be felled by
SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE
gold and drugs.
the whites, to withdraw. If they some of the hazards that may
AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
The carat originally was based
benefitted not at all, we benefit lead to unhappiness for one or
INCORPORATED
both."
by an entrancing novel.
on the weight of the seed of the
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Stevens Chevrolet Co.
W. Market St.

014sesia. wed.,

Flash! Oldsmobile's famed action star-- the Futtiramic
"88" is now yours at a mar
low priesfor 1950! Get behind the wheel of this
brilliant new Oldsmobile for the
driving thrill of your life! The sparkling sensation of a
"Rocket" take-off! That
swift dexterity as you maneuver through traffic! The
super-smoothness of new
Whirlaway Ilydra•Matic Drivel That boundless power on
the oprn road! That's
Oldsmobile'effash and you'll know it before yoll pilot a
"Rocket" Engine car fifty
fret. Drive a "Rocket" and Whirlaway! Make a
date with a "Rocket" It
tocktv:f NM PUNSSISK "P- OWs wow'
NEAREST
OLDSMOBILE
DIALER

Phone 3505
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Princeton Motor Sales

Wood Drug Store

Buick Sales & Service

"Prescriptions A Specialty"
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We do all kinds of mechanical work on cars
trucks.
arid

General Electric Products
We Deliver

Ladies' Ready-To-Wear

R. F. DILLINGHAM In Charge Of Shop

Call 2408 To Get Your Car and Delivery

Dial 3484

101 W. Main St.

Dial 2075

W. Main St.

S. Seminary St.

Dial 2081

1 meat
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.000
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Compliments
Of

Randolph Motors

B. N. Lusby

Ford Sales and Service

Your Norge Dealer

"For Over 40 Years We Have Stayed And Paid"

C. A. WOODALL

VIRGIL SMITH

DIAL 3081

Dial 3141

BOB HANCOCK, Supt.

Dial 2028

W. Main St.

117 W. MAIN ST.

DIAL 2441

The Princeton Rotary Club
presents
Fourth Annual Minstrel Revue, 1950 Edition

is the

TORY

BUTLER HIGH AUDITORIUM - - - FEBRUARY 24th and 25th, 1950
Admission 35c & 60c inc. tax
8:00 P. M.
KENDALL BRYANT, Director
Orchestra Starts at 7:30 P. M. - - One Hour and Fifty Minutes of

FOR

EVI
COMPLETE

SUBSCRIBE

No Reserve Seats
COME EARLY AND GET A SEAT

TO

Cook & Ward

FROLIC

FRIVOLITY

NEWS COVERAGE

Compliments
Of

Standard Oil Products

Tickets on Sale at Wood and Corner Drug Stores

Part I - Honeyboy Minstrel

Groceries

CAST
Miss Anne Quisenberry
Rotary Queen
Mr. Harry Long
Interlocutor
Miss Jayne Hogan
Soloist
Elwood Cook, Joe Callendar.
End or Fun Men
Gordon Lisanby, Homer Purdy, Ted Goodaker, Sam Steger, Burhl Hollowell, • 0. L. Adams, Bostor.
Criswell, Hugh Blackburn, Dawson Nichols,
Oliver Allcock, Howard Stone, John McKinney,
'
"White Comedians"
George Filer, Dick Morgan, Dennis Hodge, Willard Moore, Cecil Smith, Bill Willis, Virgil Smith, Malcom
Cummins and John Hutcheson, Jr.
Tap Chorus
Vivian Claire Moore, Sue Cravens, Kay Crider,
Jeane Adams, Melanie Rowland
Miss Vivian Claire Moore
Tap Soloist
Catherine Hopper, Pat Dalzell, Nancy Glynn,
Glee Club
Nancy Armstrong, Joanne Word, Joan Mitchell, Dorla, Dean Stallins, Carolyn McGuirk, Mattie Lou
McGough, Wanda McCarthy—Glce Club Director, Miss Nancy Stowers
Mrs. Dawson Nichols
Piano Accompanist
Harry Long
Director
•
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A Cordial Welcome Awaits You
AT

HODGE MOTOR SALES 81
IMPLEMENT CO.

Mark Cunningham

MISS ANNE QUISENBERRY, Rotary Queen

t orner Madisonville and
Young Sts.

(A) 15 Minutes With
MR. DON GRANSTAFF
MR. MAURICE LUCKETT
Piano Accordion
Piano—Solovox
(E) THE BENDETTES—Dorothy, Dolores and Kay
Dorothy Mehlberg, Dolores Mait•e
ACROBATICS—Kay Alexander, Baton & Tap
(C) "KINK IN KIZZIE'S WEDDING"
Bride-0. L. Adams
Groom—Ted Goodaker
Minister—Mr. Sam Steger
Cal.—Dr. Elwood Cook
Capt. Cotton—Mr. Dawson Nichols
Miss Evylina—Mis. Jane Hogan
and Entire Cast

YOUR

FRIENDLY

Western Auto Store

Steger Lumber Yard

Complete Insurance Service
"From A Splinter To A Carload"

Chrysler and Plymouth Dealer
Dial 2210

111 W. Market St.

Complete Automobile Accessories

Our factory trained mechanics are ready to efficiently

Princeton, Ky.
W. MAIN ST.

Morgan's

JOE P. WILCOX, Rotarian

S. Cave St.

W. MAIN ST.

DIAL 209J

Compliments

Corner Drug Store

Furniture Dealers and
Funeral Directors
W. Main St.
"43 Years Of Dependable Service"
Dial 2083
W. Main St.

Rotarian

(H. W. NICHOLS, Prop.)

Dial 3404

Dial 2061

A. H. Templeton, Florist
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ST. PAUL'S CATHOLIC.
PRINCETON
CHURCH Or THE IMMACU
LATE comxPTIoN, EAR
LINGTON
First, third and fifth Sunday
s,
--

113 W. MAIN ST.

DIAL 2751

The Board of Directors
of the Henderson-Union Rur
operative Corporation has
al Electric Copetitioned the Public Servic
e Commission for a
revision of the electric ser
vice rates of the cooperati
ve in order to properly and efficiently mainta
in and operate its lines; to
meet the amortization
and interest payments on
its outstanding indebtedn
ess and to establish
safe reserves for contin
gencies. This action of the
Board was taken because the economic
conditions as they exist
today, have greatly increased over the copc!i
tions on which the rates wer
e based at the time the
cooperative was organized
.
-The Public Service Com
mission has set the date of
pest for revision of rat
heading for this
es as March, 9, 1950, at
10:30 A.M. in its offices at Frankfort, Ken
tucky. Following are sch
edules of the proposed
rate revisions:
•

SCHEDULE A - FARM AND HO
ME SERVICE

RATE
First 40 kwh or less, minimu
m charge
. . . $3 00 per month
Next 40 kwh hours
.05 per kwh
Next 60 kwh hours
.03 per kwh
Next 60 kwh hours
021
Over 200 kwh hours
/
2 per kwh
MINIMUM CHARGE
.01/
1
2 per kwh
1. The annual minimum
charge for schools, church
ity halls shall be $20.00
es, and communper year, except where
the necessary transformer capacity for any one
customer exceeds 3 KV
A.
2. Under (1) energy
will be supplied under
out above, except that
the rate schedule set
the first 40 kilowatt
hours used per month sha
be billed at the rate of 7/
ll
1
2c per kwh.

SCHEDULE B - COMMERCIAL
SMALL POWER
AND THREE PHASE SERVICE

RATE
First 40 kwh or less, min
imum charge Next 40 kwh hours
Next 60 kwh hours
Next 860 kwh hours
Next 2000 kwh hours
Over 3000 kwh hours

$3.00 per month
.05 per kwh
.03 per kwh
.02½.per kwh
.02 per kwh
.01/
1
2 per kwh"

SCHEDULE LP - LARGE PO
WER SERVICE
Rates not charged - con
ditions of

service are subject
agreement between the
to written
applicant at\cl the coo
perative.
Re‘)ectfully sumbitted,

Henderson-Union Rural
Electric
Cooperative Corporatio
n
Box 455
Henderson, Kentucky
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WALKER HAS IT

Walker's Drugs & Jewelry

Outstanding Values in
All Deparbnents
USE

KEACH'S PAYMENT
PLAN

1̀
Priced - $25.00

Style 1632

Matched to the perfection of Spring
!
A Topper that's smart with everything

So vital and beautiful
. for casual elegance wherever you go! A blessed style to wea
r belted, boxy or
half-belted .
all wonderful. Supremely crea
ted in
kitten-soft Monterey fleece of 100
% wool with stunning
tab pockets. Provocativ new
Spring colors: Petal
Pink, Gold, Kelly, Lipstick
Red, Miami Blue, Dacia
Sizes 8.48.

Keach Furniture
Co.
Incorporated

ATWEIteriql
KY

The Kentucky R
p your dead stock
nd on sanitary tru
oily. We pick up ho

MUSICAL LAMP
Smart and gay is a
new lamp
for children that
actually will
help put the tyke
s asleep. All
you do when Junior
is ready for
the Sandman is pres
s the button
and the music will
start as the
light gradually dims
. The music
plays four minutes,
and when it.
ends the light is comp
letely extinguished and Juni
or should be
asleep-you hope.
Mrs. Essie Rucker
were shopping
in Princeton Monday
.
Mr. and Mrs. W. W.
Gillihand
spent the weekend
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Cox in Marshall county.
Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Allen
McElroy and sons,
Bobby and
Jimmy, Mrs. Char
lie Routt, Mrs.
Florence Parr and
Miss Dorothy
Parr were dinner
guests of Mr.
and ,Mrs. Herbert
Cochran in
Marion Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. M.
S. Lowery
were dinner gues
ts of Mr. and
Mrs. C. R. Meadows
in Princeton
Sunday.
American Legion
Post No. 103
and American Legi
on Auxiliary
enjoyed a fish fry
Monday night
at the Legion Hall
.
American Legion
Auxiliary
held their register
monthly meeting with Mrs. Euclid
Monday night of lastQuertermous
week. Those
present were Mrs.
Norman Wheeler, Mrs. Russell Melt
on, Mrs. J.
B. Sory, Mrs. Ceci
l Brasher, Mrs.
Gene Rogers, Mrs.
Ambie Fuller,
Mrs. Kelly Bradsh
aw, Mrs. Ruth
Dunning, Mrs. W.
M. Young, Mrs.
W. B. Conway,
Mrs. CharlesBrockmeyer, Mrs.
Euclid Quertermous and Miss
Dora Young.
During the social
period refreshments were served
to the group.
Mr. Frank Rogers
is seriously
ill at his home
here.
W. M. Young has
ed to his room the been confinpast
suffering with a seve few days
re cold.

rvey ReVe

Parker 51 Fountain Pen
s
and
51 Pen and Pesci& Sets

KEACH'S in Hopkinsville
DON'T miss
KEACH'S
FEBRUARY FURNITURE
SALE

Clay Chapter

ELDRED HARDWARE CO.

16, 1950

sgPare-41111treDirgr
-1riatlonahlip,
Second and fourth Sundays,
London - Every child should
Se x education
shod)/
FIRST CHRISTIAN
babi
abo
kno
Mess at 10 o'clock.
ut how
es are when a
w rill
baby is born. He
Gel! W. Filer, Minister
Holy Days, Mass at 7 o'clock. produced by the age of eight, extend
Services:
his knowledge gractuaii
sion of the Society
ouTwOOD VETERAN'S HOS- says a commis
Church School at 9:45 a. m,
of Friends (Jusiters) that studded o that by the time he
Worship Service at 11:00 a. m. PITAL CHAPEL
or eight he should
sex problems.
know ell
First, third and fifth flundays.
CYF meets at 6:00 p.. m. each
The commission, which began facts of reproduetion
."
Mass at 10:30 o'clock
Sunday
work In 1946, declares in a report
The bomb, it
Second and feurth i4stmsl.syI
explained,
Evening Worship at 7:00.
ptiblished under the title of created a
Just
feeling of
Choir Rehearsal earls Wednes- Mass at 8 o'clock.
insecunty
and this has led to loos
e
Holy Days, Mans at 9 o'clock
day at 7:00 p. m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Other reasons give liv
Rev. William Borntraeger is
n inclissi
Young People" Service 6:00 trashy literature,
pastor and the Rev. Richard
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
movies; a decl newspapers
p.m.
ine in
Clements is assistant pastor.
SUNDAY
' Evangelistic Service 7.30 p.m. background; loss of fait relit'
in
Wednesday evening
prayes permanency of marriage hand
945 o'clock, Sunday School
FAIRVIEW BAPTIST
serv
7:00
p.m
inci
ice
.
epen
clem
WEDNESDAY
,of women.
(Bev. Reed Woodall, pastor)
- ------Sunday School every Sunday
7:30 o'clock, Midweek Service
afternoon at 2;30.
1:11 o'clock, Choir Prisolitw
Preaching every second and
fourth Sunday afternoons at
OGDEN METHODIST
Rev. Joseph H. Callender, Pastor 2:30.
Prayer meeting every SaturChurch School, 9:45 o'clock
Morning Worship, 10:45 o'clock day at 7:30 p. ro.
Methodist Youth Fellowship,
NORTHSIDE BAPTIST
6 o'clock
Evening Worship, 7:30 o'clock Rev. Irvine L. Parrett is pastor.
Sunday School-10 a. ta
Wednesday Evening Service, 7
Preashing-11 a. m.
o'clock
Training Union-6 p. m.
Evening Worship-7 p. m.
FIRST BAPTIST
Hour of Prayer-Wednesday,
H. G. M. Hatter, Pastor
7 p. m.
9:45 a. m. Sunday School
10:50 a. m. Morning Service
PENTECOSTAL HpLINESS
5:45 p. m. Training Union
7:00 p. m. Evening Worship
Old Madisonville Road, Rev
Hour of Prayer-Wednesday William E. Cunningham, past
,
or
7:15 p. m.
Sunday School 9:45 am.

Here's The Coat You've
Been Waiting For -

AKk,s 101' lit/Noah IN P
orpe, at
gen ary
figure of the sports world, at 81
gives a drop-kicking exhibition
at
the Polo Grounds, New York, Sept
. 26, 1948. Previously vote
d the
No. 1 football player of the
past 50 years, "Old Jim" became
the
only double winner in The Asso
ciated Press poll when 252
out of
393 sports writers and radio broa
dcasters named him greatest
male
athlete of half-century. Bab
e Ruth was the runner-up. (AP
Wirephoto)

Gas Range

Thurscia , Februar

KENTUCKY R
We pay al
hone 3698

In

cot
bro

UST
one thing, good
madam, good
J
Buick down the hig
hway past the par
the
ade
realize

sir-as you pilo
t your

secret envy of most
of lesser cars, you
other drivers,
're
So you owe it to this
admiring audience to
of yours purring at
keep that wonderful
its proudest -glidi
Buick
ng over the rou
a car on a cloud,
ghest roads like
with never a squ
eak -lively, lon
staying that way lon
g-striding, and
ger!
And one of the easiest
ways to do that is
a month -ask the
to wheel into our
man for our
shop once
LusaucAtte- and
happen:
here's what will
One of our trained Buick
mechanics
will lubricate your car as
the factory
engineers specify- covering
mony
points never touched elsewher
e.

Aferk, While he goes
over your Buick, he
gives you an
extra service only a
Buick man can rend
er. He
inspects the entire car
with a trained Buick
eyemaking sure you get
lubrication plus Buick
care.

Clan
conv•
Santo
Its ill
grey.

When you get your
bill, you'll find a wonderful surprise-our
lusettmtr costs no
more than o routine
"grease job" but, man
N -''' alive, what a
difference it makes!

Fein

Sac and Ida coun
ties in Iowa
sometimes produce
mor
e Popcorn
than any state
except Iowa itself.
Pleost
st

ottORliea

Yes, and best-tas
ting RC Is
super-delicious with
this recipe
for spring parties SLICE
frankfurters
into small
disks

Harm
Addh

HEAT
in spice
barbecue
sauce

City.
.5

SERVE
frankfurter bits and
sauce on
large potato chips

Drink Royal Crown Col
o

I ki

'4

Dawson Rd.

_

Phone 2408

641

wledet,
thee es
tuld eso,
* 4,1
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,

vey Reveols Type Of
es Americans Wont
had inquired about various NSDavid G. Bareuther
kind of a house do nioet petits of building new homes and
build? Where do they received answers from 11,251.
These replies upset many sup„and how much does it
positions, but also confirmed
ere to these and similar some of the guesses on which
are important to every- architects and builders have been
ning.a new home, as operating.
For example, one-story houses
to builders and architects.
attempt to obtain factual without expansion attics, but
tion, the Small Holmes built over full basement proved
Chicago recently sent the most popular. Small houses
Ides to all persons who with only two bedrooms outnumbere
ose with three bedrooms,
con
to theories about needs
for
ily growth. One bathroini was the rule and tall
sho t were not favored.
e construction was found
s Drugs & Jewelry
to
rank masonry by more than
Dial 3211
th
to one.'And most surprising

scriptions A
Specialty

REGULAR
MEETING
FRIDAY

Clark Women Make
Gifts In Kitchen

Feb. 17, 7:00 P. M.
CHARLES HANCOCK,
Secretary
No. 2953

Dead Stock
WANTED
The Kentucky Rendering Works will pick
your dead stock promptly, free of charge
d on sanitary trucks which are disinfected
ly. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call

ENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS
We pay all phone charges.
ne 3698
Princeton, Ky.

•,-;k

in combed

ot the 11,251 cases revolting, 14,
than a third of the new h
owner' did none sot the e
themselves. In 33.6% of the pl
Jeets the owner did most of th,
work. Another 25.2% reported tii
owner having done (tome of tis
work, and in 12.8% of the jol.
the owner built the house hie
self, doing all of the work.
. Although the average n e w
house cost $11,699, the bulk of
those replying in this survey reported incomes of less than $5,000. Although the average lot size
was 18,820 aquare feet - nearly
half an aerie- most of thee homes
were built in small towns, suburbs and cities, and only 25.7‘e.
in the country.
The poll showed that
70.3%; of those replying had
new homes in various stages of
planning, construction and completion.
13.8% bought old houses.
8.3% bought' new ready-bunt
houses.
2.4% were remodeling homes.
3.8% dropped their plans 1build or buy.
1.4% were builders, carpentet
architects and students.
,While the cost of t h e new BEATEN BY DAD: kkiw
.vas
homes averaged $11,699, the sentenced to six months in
, r,
,
Juntawho bought new ready-built ting in Children's Court that he severely beat two of his triplet
homes spent an average of only children. The two-year olds, Virginia (left) and Thomas, are shown
$10,642. The cost of the new munching cookies as they sit on a hospital bed. (AP Wirephoto)
homes built or being built could
60 AT 60
be classified as follows:
Humphrey, Nebr. - (AP) 17.3% below $6,000
George DeLaere, a farmer, ob25.8% from $6,00 to $10,000.
34.1% from $10,000 to $15,000. served his 60th birthday by bowling 60 games. He started the
22.8% more than $15,000.
Clark county homemakers last
In this connection the income bowling marathon at 9:30 a. m.,
range of the families was inter- and finished at 9:30 p. m., with year made a specialty of giving
esting. Only 9.9% reported in- only enough time out to eat three Christmas gifts which were
made
comes below $3,000. The majori- sandwiches. Ten of the games
in their own kitchens or producty, 53.7% had incomes between were above 200 and 20 above 190.
ed on the farm, related Mrs. Lu$3,000 and $5,000, while 311.4% The lowest was 125 and the highcile Warren, home agent. "Such
earned more than $5,000.
est 225.
gifts are highly prized because
The 'two-bedroom house ruled
they are both unique and indiin 41.6% of the projects. Three a-half stories.
vidual," she pointed out, as she
Basementless
!
fail
construction
bedrooms were provided in only
listed some of the many articles
37.1% of the cases, while only ed to make the showing one might
which carried greetings.
9.4% of the houses had four bed- expect from the glamor enjoyed
Mrs. W. S. Avelar of the
by radiant heating. Only 31.4% of
rooms.
Boonesboro Road Homernakeee
Separate dining rooms were the new houses were built with- Club, for
example, gave 15 quarts
provided in only 43.6% of the with part basements - general- of home
canned tomato juice and
ly
considered
more
expensive.
homes.
15 pints of apple sauce, along
The swing away from two-story (3.4% did not answer this ques- with several
varieties of candy
tion.houses was noticeable, with only
Lumber apparently is still the which are her specialties. Mrs. W.
14% in this category, while 53%
S. Hieronymus of the same club
of the families had preferred one- predominant American building had on her
list dull sauce, saustory homes and 30.1% one-and- material. Straight frame construc- sage, cottage
cheese, butter, jelly
tion was used for 64.9% of the
houses, solid masonry in only and dressed chickens and i.urkeys.
Gifts from other farm kitchens
20.4%, and masonry veneer on
included many of the above, as
frame in 14.2%.
Lumber also monopolized ex- well as eggs wrapped in alumiterior wall construction, with num foil, jellies in plastic and
)rtime cured gac43.9% reporting the use of lum- glass containers,$
CALL 2210
ber siding, 18.7% using some on, old hams *heed ham, pork
MARK CUNNINGHAM, Agt
brick on exteriors, 12.4% using sausage, liyar, and baskets of
Complete Insurance Service
stucco, 6.4% using stone veneer, sweet endlrish potatoes.
Nut bread, banana bread and
111 W. Market St.
12.7% siding with wood shingles
and only 5.6% using concrete rolls, plain and fancy, were attractively wrapped.
walls.
Cookies were favorite gifts,
For roofing, asphalt shingles
led the field in 63.9% of the sometimes being presented in
houses, asbestos shingles being painted three-pound tin cans with
used in 12.3% of the roofs and handles -attached, in decorated
cans or in,the new tins in which
wood shingles on only 10.6%.
As for bathrooms, 72.9% built they were baked.
Other homemakers made cakes
one bathroom and 19.3% two
baths. Only 21.2% built stall -applesauce, fruit, Jam or dried
apple-gift-wrapped in the cans
showers.
in which they were baked. They
By 1960, the American farm were favored when gifts required
population will shrink to 18 per mailing.
cent of the total population, the • Clark county homemakers will
be on the alert for gift i de as
Twentieth Century Fund predicts
throughout the year as they do
their planting and canning, said
the home agent.

is4

cotton
broadcloth

WORLD'S
NEWEST
WASHERS!
Wond•rful new
B•ndlit Gyremotic,fenturing
"llyna-Surge"
washing,thrifty
"Water-Rationer". Soap
injector optionat * slight extra cost.

C=1] 2491
classic shirt in the smoothest of fine combed cotton with
cotwertible collar, gleaming pearl cuff links and buttons.
Sanforized, colorfast, unconditionally washable right clown te
its shoulder pads. White, maize, ogua,,pink,
grey, blue, lilac. Sizes 32 to 40.
Famous SHIP 'n SHORE quality as seen in LIFE
MADEMOISELLE and SEVENTEEN

U. S. dairy cattle have been increasing at the rate of 2,000,000
every ten years

Pte Five
11,111T sWITs 11
In all hia years in tAllitL
Cincinnati --- lAP) - C111(111- teur ball he never batted ander
natl
.pitcher Herman Wehmeler .480.
was converted from a third baseThe word pumpkin is derived
man to a pitcher When ha Was 12
years old. Thereafter, pitching on from .the phi French terni, poolBy R A Mabry
local sandlust teams, he won 52 pion, which means to be este&
----.4 straight games before losing one when ripe.
Farmers who with to seed pas- and hurled on four city-champion
Knothole and American Leagon Try A Leader Classithei
tures to fescue and have not besiihk' to get seed or do not get the
MOVIE HOURS ARE HAPPY HOURS!
seeding done by the middle of
April might prefer to seed the
land to lespedeza this spring for
hay or pasture or some stritarree
hay crop as soybeans.
-,
After pasturing or removing
tavissisosekiratif*,-,,
the crop for hay in August or early September, a (seedbed may be
prepared by disking and fescue
seeded. Seeding at this time gives
the grass time to establish itself
before winter and will usually allow it to make sufficient growth
to get some late fall and early
spring pasture.
Farmers are losing valuable
plant food by improper handling
of manure. A ton of manure contains a'bout 10 pounds'of nitrogen,
5 pounds of phosphoric acid and
10 pounds of potash. An application of 10 tons of wellcared for
manure will increase corn yields
about 20 bushels per acre. Manure
with 50 to 100 pounds of 20 per
cent phosphate added per ton
makes one of the best complete
fertilizers that can be used under,
•
Plus These Swell She
TOW crops.
Walt Disney's "THE UGLY DUCKLING" In Color
One of the best ways to store
THE THREE STOOGES in "HOKUS POKUS"
manure so that it will not lose
FOX MOVIETONE NEWS
vIluable plant food is to leave it
in the barn until it can beespplied
directly to a growing crop or
worked in the ground. Manure,
which is piled out in the open
GIANT DOUBLE FEATURE PROGRAM!
where it is subject to the weather,
Pioitesrst
loses much of its value.
A good way to get phosphate
mixed with manure is to spread a
light layer of phosphate over the
manure ih the barn evety few
days, using a total of about 100
pounds of 20 per cent phosphate
per ton. This will also increase
the value of the manure as it
will help to absorb and hold liquid manure that would otherwire be lost.
Rutty
LtarY
"
_ lierta
.
Dulads
"
w11.•

44.3.

41101.
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•Oh.
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County Agent's

Column

°C0lOR

SATURDAY,FEB. 18th

JI N Y MACK

yawn.

a RUSTY SAVES A LIFE

The yard originally was based
on the distance from the tip of
the nose to the ends of fingers on
an outstretched arm.

Wm. M. YOUNG
Allis-Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, Ky.
H. C. P'Pool Tractor
And Implement Co.
Your
Headquarters
For

Ferguson Tractors
Hopkinsyille Rd. Phone 3336
Princeton, Ky.

GALVANIZED
ROOFING

Added!
COLOR CARTOON
NEWSREEL

TUES.& WED.,FEB. 21-22
Aflame...with Hatred/
Lusting...for 1Revengel/

We Hcive Just Received A Shipment of

rgeleatOki

6-7- 8 -9-10-11-12 Ft.
Also Ridge Caps and Roofing Nails

New Blind's
Economia:I-with
"Undertow"
washing,
"Floataway"

draining,
"Squeeze.
Drying". No
wringer, no
bolting down.

$189.95

Car Load American Woven Wire
4-Point Barb Wire - - - 2-Point Barb
Wire - - - Garden Wire - - Smooth
Wire - - - Nails and Staples

1

Rod CAMERON
Walter BRENNAN • Adrian BOOTH
s
Forrest TUCKER Zatir•Ts.1,33Za.

,

Added Treats!
' COLOR CARTOON - "MEET KING JOE"
PASSING PARADE - "CLUES TO ADVENTURE"
FRANKIE CARLE and his ORCHESTRA

THUR. & FRI. FEB. 23-24 Bing

Address
Zone.

City
.*

A LOVE AFFAIR NO WOMAN WILL FORGET

There are an estimated 435,000
oil wells in the United States.

WOVEN WIRE FENCE

Name

SUN.& MON.,FEB.19-20-

In The Following Lengths

MAIL AND PHONE ORDERS FILLED

2nd CHOICE

0check

0Charge

.State
0 C.O.D.

-PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW FOR-

WORLD'S
BEST ,
BUYS!
New features-new economy
of operation-new low prices.
Buy on our budget plan. Low
initial payment-low
monthly installments,
Si. Them Hem

The Exclusivl Ladies' Store
Ho kin:vine

Today!

B. N. LUSBY
E. Main

"Ghost Of Zorro" and Cartoon

28 GAUGE GALVANIZED ROOFING

Thrifty n•w
Ikendix De luxe.
Gives you
"Dyna-Surge"
washing, and
money-saving
"Water-Ra,
tioner". Ideal
for permanent
installation.

Please send me these SHIP 'n SHORE blouses $2" each

Plus! No. 1

O.

Phone 3141

GALVANIZED ROOFING AND WIRE FENCE

More Heart-Warming run
Than in "GOING MY WAY'?

CROSBY
Barry ,

FITZGERA
Ann

BLYTH
HARDWAR1 CO.
Tenth and Virginia $ts.
Hopkinsville

Phone 332
with

P 'S!

RIM CMONTI4

Morrie Melody Comic and Newsreel

Po

ON

THE PRINCETON LEADER,

KENTIllwv.
-I •
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McPherson - Grace

A Smile
A smile costs nothing but gives
much
It takes but a moment, but the
memory of it usually lasts forever.
None are so rich that can go
along without it.
And none are so poor but that
can be made rich by it.
It enriches those who receive
Without making those poor who
give.
It creates sunshine in the home.
Fosters good will in business ;
And is the best antidotzi for
trouble
And yet it cannot be begged,
borrowed or stolen, for it is of no
value
Unless it is freely given away.
Some people are to busy to give
you a smile
Give them one of yours
For the good Lord knows that
no one needs a smile so badly
As he or she who has no smiles
left to give.
—author unknown.

PTA Observes Birthday
Of Organization Today
Members of the Princeton Parent-Teacher Association will observe the fifty-third anniversary
of the founding of the National
Congress of PTA with a silver
tea to be held at 2:30 p. m. today
at the Butler High School auditorium, it is announced. Parents
and teachers are invited to attend.

Miss Geneva McPherson, of
Princeton, and Samuel Huston
Grace, of Granite City, Illinois,
were married in Hopkinsville
Tuesday, Feb. 7, by County Judge
James E. Higgins.
They were accompanied by Mr.
Grace's sister, Mrs. Elbert Young,
the bride's sister, Miss Beatrice
McPherson, and Arthur Pike of
St. Charles.
The couple will make their
home in Granite City where Mr.
Grace is employed.

Mrs. Lisanby Hostess
To Baptist Group
The Lottie Moon Circle of the
First Baptist Church met at the
home of Mrs. Alvin Lisanby
Tuesday night, Feb. 7, with 12
with 12 members present.
The devotional was given by
Mrs. Robert Nash. Mrs. Claude
Koltinsky had charge of thetprogram, assisted by Mrs. W. E. Willis, Mrs. Wm Larkins, Mrs. Robert Nash and Miss Mary Wilson
Baker.
Present were Mesdames Wm.
Larkins, Cecil Smith, Robert
Jacob, Gordon Glenn, Claude
Koltinsky, W. E. Willis, Mina
Tom Ryan, Frank Wilson, Alvin
Lisanby; Misses Mary Wilson
Baker, Gwen Booker and Melville Young. Mrs. Robert Nash
was a visitor.
The hostess served a delicious

Household Hints
1.171 l'Ellt STANK
To give an imitation ebony finnth to a piece of furniture, apply
black water stain with even
strokes to avoid unevenly colorlUstY
ed areas. Two or three costs
each
be necessary. Sand after
,-oat has dried, as water stain
.Uses the,gralii of the wood. Give
inil coating protection with thin
it is dry,
it of 'shellac. After
lightly
til the gloss by tubbing
, ith a piece of line, worn sand,per:
• • •

Patriotic Desserts For
Washington's Birthcloy

i.
U0
P' nye
Us
I-, 1
cake. Griddle does not
Ws. girvin
be greased if it is well,
Place 2 level tablespoor
D rn
h
hes
cheese, in a row down
.TgYi°1'"
hot
while
pancake
each
rao 11/"
hatchets of cherry-flavored gets- around it and Plii
Mrs. Nuckols Hostess
'
1.11141bell
roll
hold
to
down
plates
on
tin. Serve the hatchets
, co-hogea.
To Legion Auxiliary
warm cii,-Iry
with
hot
The American Legion Auxilisry
of contrasting color-blue paper Makes 5 pancakes.
P.
,.vt,Asia'",
nL000
.r
:0:00
1 1m:3
held its regular meeting Thursplates would be nice.
SAUCE
CRIGARY
1:30
Mrs.
day, Feb. 9, at the home of
WASHINGTON HATCHETS
1"
Ingredients. I No. 2 van(
Brown, Jr.,
p.
A. C. Nuckols, Highland avenue,
Ingredients: 2 packages cberryp,,
a. m.
2 clips) unsweetened
/
21
with Mrs. Marian Woodard as co14, 10:30
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NOTICE!

Hotel Henrietta Cafe

Penalty of ‘6% will be added On

all unpaid county and state taxes,

NOW OPEN
5:30 A. M.

to

8:00 P. M.

A Good Place To Eat
Don't forget to try Mr. Guthrie's home made chili.
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W. OTHO TOWERY,

WEEK-END SPECIALS I
SPECIAL
PURCHASE
Of

French-Crepe
DRESSES
only
$400
Many Styles to
Choose From.
Junior Sizes
Misses Sizes
Half-Sizes
COME EARLY

Accent On Accessories

side show

Why Pay More?

Before You Buy

INSURANCE
consider

A Company's Ability To Pay
A Company's Willingness To Pay
umw

Many of the old stock companies have 100 years
of experience and satisfactory claim settlements
to prove their policy-holders have bought
PROTECTION AND PEACE OF MIND.

"it's a good policy
-not to have a bad one"

FLOUR, Snow White, plain or self$1.25
rising, 25 lb. bag
Red Cross MACARONI or SPAGHETTI
15c
2 for
CORN,Plymouth Maid, white cream
29c
style, Country Gentlemen, 3 for
23c
DIXIE BELLE CRACKERS, 1 lb. box
23c
2 for
GREEN BEANS, No. 2 can
25c
HOMINY, 3 No. 2 cans
$4.75
PURE LARD, 1 lb. 10c, 50 lb. can
GREAT NORTHERN BEANS, U.S. No. 1
50c
6 lbs.
grade
or
Wedding
Quaker's
OATS, Crystal
15c
small box
t,
6
35c
boxes
Searchligh
,
MATCHES
MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE, 1 lb. tin . 79c lb.
19c
POST TOASTIES, 13 oz. box
85c
MEAL, 25 lb. bag

low riding, fost gliding lines.
Aw, emonl

$5.95
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QUINN'S GROCERY
SUPER LOW PRICES
211 W. Sheparlson St.

Dial 2611
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February 16, 1950

1:30 p. hI., Friendship,
on Taylor, hostess.
1:30 p. m., Otter Pond,
oe Mitchell, Mrs. Ramn, co-hostess.
, 1;00 p. m., Farmers. R. L. Asher, hostess.
1:30 p. m., Eddy Creek,
. Brown, Jr., hostess.
, 10:30 a. m., Hopkins, Mrs. B. L. Paris, host-
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which meets In her community
during February, Miss Wilma
Vandiver, horn* agent, said.
Present were: Mrs E. W. Lamb,
Mrs. Jerry Holloway, Mrs. Tully
Choice, Mrs. Stanley McGowan,
Mrs. William Colemans Mr*. A.
D. McElroy, Mrs. Marvin Stalling,
Mrs. till Palmer, Mrs. Chas. Lester, Mrs. Wylie Brown, Mn.
Chas. Hubbard, Mrs. 'Sylvan
Winn, Mrs. Willis Brashier, Mts.
Gordon Brown, Mrs. Luke Ray,
Mrs. Floyd Jones, Mrs. Sara Conway, Mrs. W. 0. Newsom, Istni.
R. S. Gregory, Mrs. S. J. Lowry,
Mrs. Cook Oliver, Mrs. Clinton
Perry, Mrs. Tillie Pickering, Mrs.
Marlin Sigler, Mrs. R. Horning,
Mrs. Claude McConnell, Mrs. Ray
Martin.

Accidents Cost
Kentucky People
$7,000 An Hour

Cedar Bluff

School

Cedar Bluff Homemakers met
Friday, Feb. 10, at 1:30 p.m., at
the home of Mrs. Herbert Williams. Mrs. Tully Choice and
Mrs. Stanley McGowan gave the
major lesson on la mp shades.
Mrs. Williams gave the minor lesson on style trends. Others presdesiring to learn to ent were Mrs. W. H. Pool, Mrs.
des may do so by at- Andrew Ladd and Mrs. Nathan
e homemakers clubs Bates.

-seven leaders from fifemakers clubs worked
shades at the training
dusted by Miss Vivian
home furnishings specversity of Kentucky, at
nic Building, Febru-

Lakewood

ething Unusual
WS Revival to start at
Cumberland Presbyhurch Monday night,
y 20.

ryone Welcome!

SPECTACULAR KNOCKDOWN: Headed for a flattening flop on
the canvas is Billy Sealbolt, Fort Smith, Ark., after a ligh`tening
blow from the hand of Connie Stamps, Kansas City, in their Golden
Gloves semifinal bout at Kansas City, Mo. Seelbolt came back for
the final round but lost the decision. Stamps went on to outpoint
another opponent for the 147-pound championship. (AP Wirephoto)

Aetna Pipeline

Try A Leader Classified Ad!

Accidents in Kentucky last year
killed and • Injured 25,000 people
and cost Kentuckians $65,000, aebordtng to a booklet recently issued by the Kentucky Traffic
Safety Association,
Governor Earle C. Clements, in
an introduction to the booklet,
"You.--Must Help Stop This",
points out that "accident prevention is primarily a social problem. The sooner we as individuals", he says, "realize this, the
sooner we will put a stop to the
mass slaughter and the man
maiming of the people of our
Sta•e and Nation.
The Commonwealth of Kentucky is doing everything possible
to curb this mass slaughter", the
Governor says. "It has endorsed
and passUgly carried out the
Preside-n-1'i 'Action Program' to
reduce accidents. It has improved and expanded all State agencies having anything to do with
Safety; in the home, on the

ate tax

Y,

HEIDENBERG

Featuring the New Ferguson Tractor
and a PREVIEW
of the LATEST FERGUSON IMPLEMENTS
Forget your work and worries for a relaxing,.',entertaining
time at our big 10th ANNIVERSARY Celebration. We've
planned a party everyone from 6 to 60 will enjoy—a party
that will be profitable and informative, as well AB entertaining. Come... Meet your friends here ... Eat•piece
of birthday cake with us!
• Refreshments, entertainment and contissts--with prises for the
winners!
• Two interesting motion pictures of the Ferguson Tractor in the Sold
and on the job, demonstrating fast, low-cost Ferguson System
Farming.
• interesting, informa:irt discussions in answer to questions en
Ferguson System Equipment.
• Mg display of Ferguson Tractors and the latest Ferguson Inosideevents to help make your farm work easier, better egad =Me
antlinsble,

H. C. P'POOL
Hopkinsville Road, No. 91

FERGUSON TRACTOR

ine...those

The Eddyville Road Homemakers club met Friday, February
10th, at 1:30 p. m., at the home of
Mrs. L. C. Lisman on South Jefferson street.
Mrs. J. M. Tichenor, president,
presided and gave a report of the
advisory council meeting. Miss
Helen Beck gave Psalm 89 for devotional and thought, "America
For Me", was presented by Henry Vandyke. Mrs. Freeman gave
style trends. Mrs. Alvin Lisanby
gave a report on farm and home
convention which convened in
Lexington.
Mrs. Charles Hubbard gave
major project on lamp shades.
After the recreational period,
led by Miss Helen Beck, the meeting adjourned to meet with Mrs.
Alvin Lisanby March 10th at 1:30
p. m. Present were Mrs. W. H.
Beck, Mrs. Loyd Beck, Mrs. Denny Cash, Mrs. Denny Freeman,
Mrs. J. W. Hollingsworth, Mrs.
Drew Hubbard, Mrs. Charles
Hubbard, Mrs. K. P. Hobgood,
Mrs. G. U. Griffin, Mrs. L. C.
Lisman, Mrs. Alvin Lisanby, Mrs.
J. M. Tichenor, Miss Helen Beck,
Mrs. Gordon Lisanby. Visitors
were Mies Laska Ann and Mary
Jane Lisenan, and Barbara Lisanby.

The look of luxury yet$
priced budget low. Extra deep border. 54"
wide, 90" long.

MEN'S HEAVY

FLANNEL SHIRTS

Aw, c'moni

Big $$$ Values
Radio, Heater — White Sidewall Tina —1950 License — Looks Like New Less Than 7000 Mi.

Ne% Paint — Heater — Radio — Good Tires — 1950 License

41 Ford Super Deluxe —2-Door
Good Tires — Biggest Value in Town.

36 Chevrolet — 2-Door Sedan and
35 Ford 2-Door Sedan

BRENTWOOD

COTTON

DRESSES

Swing skirt styles in$
Ginghanis & Chambrays. Sizes 12-20. 100
only at—

WOMEN'S

RAYON GOWNS

mpanl

YOUR CHRYSLER AND PLYMOUTH DEALER
OLIVER TRACTORS AND FARM IMPLEMENTS
WEST MAIN ST.

PLASTIC DRAPES

Run resistant rayon$
tricot knit. Sizes 32-40
in pink, blue, maize,
white.

LADIES' COTTON

BLOUSES
Short sleeved fancy$
cotton with lace trimmings. 32-38. HURRY!

$1.5.
Wos. Outing'Gowns & Pajamas
$1.00
Wos. Rayon Satin Brassiere, 2 for
$3.00
Wos. Menswear Fabric Skirts
$2.
Wos. Rayon Blouses
$1
2 pc. Plastic Kitchen Chair Sets
35c
Kern Facial Tissues, 2 boxes
$1.9'
Moleskin Pants, 29 & 30 waists
$1.4
Men's 12-lb. Unions
$1.33
Men's Heavy Sweat Shirts
$10.88
Men's Suede & Horsehide Jackets
Men's Wool Jackets, values up
$2.9
to $9.00
$4.
5% Wool Blanket Pairs
$1
Luncheon Cloths, 52 x52
$2.88 & $3.88
Boys' Wool Plaid Jackets
$6.88 & $7.88
Boys' Pile Lined Jackets
Children's Coats & Snow Suits $4.88 & $6.88
$1.00
Tailored Rayon Panels

Hurry Today And Save!
Women's

HODGE MOTOR SALES

PRINTED

Here's Proof Penney Gives
You More For Your Money!

liding lines.

5.95

which all government agencies.
and all civic and service groups—
will cooperate intelligently.
Mr. Byrne adds that tO properly carry out the accident prevention program the Association
must have the financial and moral
support of the Government, Industry, organizations, communities and the general public.
The K.T.S,A. booklet guys it
will cost $60,000 annually to carry out the "Action Program." "It
will cest $500 to save each life
worth $25,000. This i5 less than
2 cents per person per year in
Kentucky.—the eust of a postage
stamp. Kentucky can save $2,500,000 on a $50,U0d investment
the first year," it adds.
Serving with A. A. Byrne on
the Executive Board of K.T S.A.
are Lieut. Govern(); Lawrence
Wetherby, Frankfort; D a v id
Cocks, S. L. Meyer, Roscoe Dalton and Mrs. H. J. Burt, Louisville; Ernest Lackey, Hopkinsville; and Paul Blazer, Ashland.
The Board of Directors is made
up of 28 people representing all
sections of the State. William J.
Wuerth serves as Executive Director for the organization with
headquarters in the Republic
Building, Louisville.

LACE

PANELS & PAIRS

Eddyville Road

...with th&

To coordinai;:. all safety endeavors.
The Kentucky Traffic Safety
Association, according to A. A.
Byrne, its president, is an outgrowth of The "National Highway
Safety Conference" called by
President Trunierrin 1946. At that
time an "Action Program" was
set up to reduce traffic accidents,
and all states were asked to help
in carrying it out. In Kentucky
the same year, Governor Simeon
Willis appointed a State Coordinating Committee for highway
safety. In June of 1947, the Governor called a Statewide Safety
Conference at which' time "A
Plan for Action" was developed
and the Kentucky Traffic'Safety
Association was formed to enlist
public support of the program.
Governor Clements has endorsed the program and has continued the work of the Governor's
Coordinating Committee, and the
Kentucky Traffic Safety Association.
Today the Kentucky Traffic
Safety Association is operating as
a non-profit, non-political statewide organization to develop,
support and coordinate safety. Its
purpose, says Mr. Byrne, is to
provide a unified program in

Mr. D. E. Tosh, student at Madisonville Trade School, learning
to be an auto mechanic, says he
likes his 'new set of KELLY
CRUISERS better than air rides.
He says traction is complete, reports no tire slippage, and they
are OK after a hoist check dile
morning.
Mr. Cecil Lowery, who works
for the famous Georgie Lou
poitnott, says he is very pleased
with his new s e t of KELLY
CRUISER tires. Took his sick uncle to Providence and made it
fine one day last week, after retiring here.
Mr. Don Manus is putting a set
of KELLY CRUISER tires on a
Ford with brand new motor he
wants to trade.
At $10.88 per casing and $2.31
Per tube tax paid, this is a REAL
BARGAIN that should be looked
into. They are going fast, and
with high water coming up, may
' not be able to get more for a
while. Get them while they are
here, folks!
Paid Adv.
Jacobs, Cook Oliver, Luther See,
I. J. Harris, Robert Morse, Seldon Pruitt, Fred Stewart, Homer
McCaslin, R. V. Hooper and
Misses Wilma Vandiver and
Hetsy Rich.
The club also held an all-day
meeting Wednesday, Feb. 15, at
the home of Mrs. Harris for making and finishing lamp shades.

50

on earth—

t vets and highways, oil tholarm,
and in the factory. But the job is
too big for any one agency or
individual to do elone. You, as a
housewife, a government or civic
leader, se a worker, a farmer, or
as an hildividual, must become
Safety conscious and lend a hand
to stamp out this social menace."
The K.T.S.A. booklet, 'after
pointing up the problem of accidents in KentuCky, offers a plan
to set up a statewide accident
prevention program to reduce
traffic accidents.. General objectives of the plan are:
To develop a State-wide Sustaining Program in Traffic Safety.
To make the people of Kentucky more and more conscioes of
Safety.
To reduce traffic fatalities in
Kentucky despite increasing traffic conditions.
The more specific objectives
are listed as:
To establish a safety comniittee
in every community in Kentucky.
To save 100 or more lives in
Kentucky during the next year.
To encourage periodic inspections of all motor vehicles.
To encourage strict enforcement of the driver's license law.

Lakewood Homemakers met
February 9 at the home of Mrs.
Homer McCaslin. The program,
on the covering and making of
lamp shades, was given by Mrs.
Cook Oliver.
A report of the recent, Farm
and Home Convention recently
held in Lexington, was given by
Miss Wilma Vandiver, home demonstration agent. Mrs. Robert
Morse also gave a report on the
goals set by the various clubs at
the recent council meeting.
Mrs. R. V. Hopper gave a
clothing lesson on styles and
trends. The recreation hour was
conducted by Mrs. I. J. Harris.
Present were Mesdames H. Y.

added

'mon, erne',
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Men's
Dress
Shirts

Rayon Knit
Slips
TWO PIECE

LOOP BATH SET
• Non Skid Rack
• 19 x 34 Oblong
" All Colors

18 x 30

LOOP RUGS
- Nonskid Backs
Dipped Dyed
Ail Colors

Ironing Board

Pad
Cover

Plastic
Garment
59" long, jumbo size.$
30" zi pp er. Easily
holds 10 garments.
ONLY

Women's
Wool
Sweaters
INCLUDING SCHOOL AWARDS

$3.77 & $4.77
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Plan Now To (
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We are not the girls our grandcorn usually makes' it i
and son of a lawyer, might be
mothers were. We are lazy, we
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called upper middle class. Churcare soft and we have a lot of
Then it is a good Wee is
hill, the grandson of a duke, is
valuable time to waste. We have
with the county agent
an aristocrat. Both attended Engleisure which we don't
much
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The Life of Christ
Written In the Language
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cradle-to-grave welfare program
included free health service. Other sectors of the economy were
marked out for taking over. Attlee worked quietly to push the
plans through.
He found England facing trouble because the cost of war had
wrecked vital parts of the economy. His ministers made austerity
the rule. In some instances, rations were .lower than they had
been during the war. But Attlee
was grim in his drive to make
the new England a Socialist
country.
Critics were bitter. Attlee had
no drama of war with which to
answer them. He had no genius
for oratory to present his ideas.
lie stuck to his logic and his
quiet work. Things got done, but
which an election would have to
critics talked on. The date at
be held was near. Attlee set the
date.
Today he fights to hold power.
He stands on his record and the
ideas he found in the Limehouie
slum district in early life.
Among the devices used to kill
weeds is a flame gun that functions like a flame thrower in war
but on a much smaller scale.
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SHERMAN
POWER
DIGGER
•Digs Septic Tank
Holes. Graves,
Footings. Ditches
or Trenches.
•Does The Work
of 10 to 15 Men
Working with
Picks and Shovels.

l:

It yea wont the Rauday Courier -J•areet.
check Imo and sad
$7
to your renal.

Do your digging jobs faster and at less cost with the
Sherman Power Digger.
Fills the gap between hand labor and big, expensive excavating machinery. This tractor -powered, hydraulically-operated,
heavy-duty all-purpose digger pays off in easy or tough going.
Can handle rocks to a ton in weight. Ask for a demonstration.

I want to enjoy Fulton Oursler's "The Greatest
Story Ever Told" in the daily Courier-Journal,
Here's my 88.00. I understand that I will receive
tbe daily Courier-Jburnal for a full year at this
special bargain price.

This Offer Pasitirely Ends March 4, 1950

Make bigger poultry profits
this year! Grow better bird.
with Dr.Salisbury's Ilen-OsSal,
drinking-water medicine.Supplies these 0.8.
Factor benefits:
faster growth and
faster feathering,
earlier maturity.
Give:nen-0-881
from the start!

We are now in position to do your ditching
to oft, in depth and 14 ft. in width.
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See our complete new series offashion
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quality notions.Come in this big valor,
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ing needs.
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back. He took $150, got in the car
and drove off with the other two
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FCC is preparing to conduc
more hearings on the color issue, to decide Whether to give
color television space on the air
for commercial operations. They
probably will take many months
When FCC makes its decision, i
will be concerned with a lot more
than just color. The whole futur
of television, both color an
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there is unsatisfactory reception
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ur Spring Field
Seed and Fertilizer
SPECIAL ON LESPEDEZA
alfa - Red Clover - Sweet Clover
e Grass - Orchard Grass - Timothy
ino Clover - Red Top - Blue Grass
Ammonium Nitrate
`/0 Phosphate - Nitrate of Soda
)
-6 2-12-6 4-16-0 0-14-7
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these fashion
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he PLANTERS
HARDWARE COMPANY
Incorporated

West Seventh Street at Cleveland Avenue

LOIS BELIES ARGUMENT
Singapore — (AP) ---- St. Mau
garet schoolgirls won a debate by
insisting honesty is not the best
policy — but they are not 24) mire
they were right.
While they were arguing the
point with the boys froth St. Andrew's school, thieves sneaked
into a nearby room where their
belongings were hanging arid
made off with $150 in cash and
much personal property. The
boys, who didn't debate as well,
peehaps, didn't lose a thing.
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draw international attention, Feb.
20, when he goes on trial for his
life.
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grown quickly. For this, the soil veins shortly before she died.
of his White House office
What would happen if color must be fertile but also able to
The wife of a Manchester oil out
television in the next.few months hold moisture to help plant salesman, Mrs. Borroto had can- window and saw billows of smoke
were given commercial broad- growth directly, and to put plant cer of the large bowel. She had coming out of the Treasury Decasting permits? Some observers food in condition that plants can been ill three months and had partment chimney next door. He
ordered his aides to tell the Secsay there would be a great boom use it.
wasted from 140 to 80 pounds.
retary of the Treasury he would
in color telecasting. If present
The best single garden fertilizUpon his release on bail prior fire the man with the shovel if
monochrome receivers could not er is stable manure, as it contains to his indictment, Dr. Sander
be inexpensively modified the all three common plant foods, nit- said: "I am not guilty of a legal or the secretary couldn't stop him
manufacture of color receiving rogen, phosphorus and potash, as moral wrong. Ultimately my po- from making smoke.
It turned out the Treasury Desets would surge ahead.
well as the fibrous matter, the sition will be vindicated."
partment was using soft instead of
The result could be a stagna- "soil conditioners," humus. HowTHE CANASTA CRAZE HAS
comment
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The case
hard coal, contrary to regulations.
tion of black and white, with loss ever, manure as it comes from
away as Rome. L'Os- It quickly shifted to hard coal,
far
as
from
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to both owners of sets and to vest- the stable does not have the plant
servatore, the Vatican's newspap- but Walker says he "could piced interests in the business. The foods in the correct balance for
er, cited the fifth command- ture the President out on the
On Wednesdays, we invite you and your friends to play
development of color television most vegetables. Its nirogen conment, "thou shalt not kill", in
would not be pushed, say scene tent is too high. That is the reacondemning mercy slaying and
of the observers, but manufactur- son that when manure is used by
STOMACH SUFFERERS
said: "The fact is, that the docpresent
exploit
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itsolt , too much top-growth is tor (by committing a mercy slayGET AMAZING RELIEF
possibilities.
sometimes made, leaving scarce ing) changes -his mission to an The
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STOMACH
blooming and fruit-setting. For inhumane one of giving death."
TREATMENT goes further
FINE FOODS SERVED
The United States has nearly regulating top-growth and 'flakMrs. Robertson Jones of New than most stomach treatments
7,000 ice-manufacturing plants.
ing fruiting take place, phosphor- York, vice president of the Eu- on the market today. It is made
Play Canasta
us must be added to fresh manure, thanasia Society of America, said: up of four different medicines.
suas 50 pounds of 20 per cent
"This is absolutely the best case One of the main ingredients is
perphosphate per ton. Thus, a yet for our cause. It is good be- belladonna.
proper fertilizing for a garden, cause of the doctor's integrity We guarantee this wonderful
*
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Per acre, is 10 tons of stable ma- and because he didn't hide what medicine to relieve ulcer pains,
and that acid, gassy, belchy,
nure and 500 pounds of super- he did."
for
DON'T FORGET
phosphate, plowed under toThe task of prosecuting the nervous and lack of pep feelwith
SMORGASBORD FRIDAY NIGHT
gether.
• GOOD QUALITY
case falls to Attorney General ing. Compare its price
With the growing scarcity of William L. Phinney, a rugged other stomach preparations.
• GOOD WORKMANSHIP
Call MRS. MYRTLE GRACE NOW For RESERVATIONS
manure, many gardeners cover former FBI man who has one Start this treatment today —
their gardens or parts of them murder conviction to his credit there is no need to suffer. Ask
*GOOD VALUE
Phone 2104
with wheat or barley, preferably since assuming office.
your druggist for Harvey Tabwith hairy vetch or crimson cloHopkinsville, Ky.
Superior Court Judge Harold lets. SOLD ONLY AT
•. IN GOOD TASTE
WOOD DRUG STORE
ver. In such a cover, the small E. Westcott will preside at the
grain furnishes green matter, the trial in the high-ceilinged courtPRINCETON, KY.
fibrous conditioning material, and room in the old brick courthouse.
the vetch or clover, the nitrogen,
but this is slow nitrogen that be- DEATH OFFERS VACATION
comes usable only after the soil
Yirrol, Anglo-Egyptian Sudan—
has become warm and complete (AP) — The local version of a
breaking down has taken place. department of vital statistics does
Thus,.with a turned-under cover things differently. Reporting a
crop, a complete fertilizer alwayi death, the village clerk wrote on
should be used, 3-9-6, 4-12-8, or the official register:
5-10-5, the amount, 1,000 pounds "He has left for an everlasting
per acre. Half this may be broad- ho iday in heaven."
cast on the cover crop, and the
rest on the broken land, then
SURE,I JUST RAKED
disked in. Using fertilizer this
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MUCH PEP FROM OPINION'
deep, so that it does not burn up
PRINCETON CREMERY
the soil and the crops, as is so
common a complaint.
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New savings on
G-E Home Freezers!
GENERAL. ELECTRIC
HOME FREEZER

DOING ITALL OVER MAIN!

NEW PRICE REDUCTIONS MADE POSSIBLE BY RECENT
GINEERING ADVANCES AND IMPROVED PRODUCTION METHODS!
•Yes, we're talking shout Ford Truck• for 1550
Lb. truck that Le scoring greater *aloe gains
than all other makes combined. And the 1500
Fan, Bantle Built Trucks at theirs new low prices
Ii. all the extra-value features that mak• Ford
Annerica'• No. 1 Truck Value!

Now—more than ever—

MERICA'S NO. 1
TRUCK VALUE
-25
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Stop In tod•51 See th• '50 Ford Truck
smart •dvanoernont• that give more performance
from,
choore
to
models
175
over
With
at hiss cost.
we've got the one right track for your lob. Stop in
and ••• for yourself why more and more truck
owners every day Sr. switching to Ford!

* NO OTHER TRUCK
CAN GIVE YOU ALL
THESE EXTRA-VALUE
FEATURES!
* Choke of V-8 ar 6-cylindor pawed
* Now 110-horsopowor SNP
* 'wo 145-horsospower lig Jobs!
* Over 175 models to cheese tromi
comfort!
* Ford hiliiRon Dollar Cab for p
* Ilisans• Bunt Construction—with blg rrrrrr ors
of strength and power!
* lathesivo Ford longer truck Ilfoi
* 21 Smart Ideas, In aIL Oros
woe* performance and *economy for 19501
*SOWS:
tir Orkily

doe"

n4do,ron to what is tomsoi
- W•how.

U. S. popcorn production averaged 247 million pounds in the
six years ending 1949.

$2.00

Creamery

We Want To Sell or Trade
If you are interested in an Electric Refrigerator,
Washing Machine, Sewing Machine, Ironer or
any other Electric Appliance - Phone 3726.
Come in and see us or send a Post Card to Harold
(Sam) McConnell, Princeton, Kentucky, 128 E.
Main St., and he will call on you.

Auto Associate
Store

ORS
MOT
RANDOLPH
Phone 2028
Ford Trucks Cost Less because

RD TRUCKS LAST LONGER

EAST MAIN STREET

4-CU-FT MODEL

This roomy 4-cu-ft model holds up to 140
pounds of assorted foods. Foods stay fresh
up to one year!
It's dependable General Electric—just look
at the wonderful features listed below I
No family can afford to be
without a home freezer.
It's one appliance that setually returns•dollar-and.
cents dividend on your inAs Low As
vestment.., you begin to
save on your food budget
the minute you install a
A
freezer in your home.
WEEK

Tree* Buyers roeognizo sucfra value •.. Thwy know Today's Smart Buy is rho '30 Ford thick

CT
W1
OMPT
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NO HOLDOUT
Cincinnati — (AP) — When
Harry (Peanuts) Lowery shows
up at the Cincinnati Reds' training camp in Tampa on March 1,
it will mark the first time in six
years he has reported for the
opening of spring training. Lowery was a holdout for each of
the last five years with the Chicago Cubs but he returned his
signed contract to the Redleg office this year with no wrangling
and with a note that he is looking forward to a great year.

PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

after down Formant.
(91 we.ks to pay)

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

HOME FREEZER
BIG 8-CU-FT MODEL
Buy your food in quantity when it's cheapest, arid keep until wanted in this big home
freezer! Holds 280 pounds of assorted foods
In prime condition up to a year.
• Automatic tamptiratirris (austral
• Ono-0mm stool cablnots
• 4" glass Akar Insulation
• Automatic isitorier light
ta..-ei sisal
• foaled-1n refrigerating systo.

COME IN AND SEE THESE MONEY-SAVING FREEZERS TODAYI

THE PRI CET
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THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
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Classified Ads

Soil Conservation
Essay Winners To Get
Awards February 25

Livestock Market
Ate at the advance, the sale
price of cattle averaged $1 higher
compared to last week. However
212 fewer head were sold than the
previous week.
910
TOTAL HEAD
Long Fed Steers ..$24.00 27.00
Short Fed Steers .. 22.00 24.00
•
Medium Quality
Butcher Cattle .. 20.00 22.00
22.00 26.00
Baby Beeves
18.00 18.00
Fat Cows
Canners Ss Cutters .. 12.00 15.00
17.00 19.50
Bulls
21.00 25.00
Stock Cattle
20.00 24.00
Feeder Cattle
Milk Cows, per hd. 75.00 170.00
VEALS
31.00
Fancy Veals
30.00
No. 1 Veals
o.2
Gs Veals
26.10
H
No
20.25
Throwouts

The Future Busineas
The Band Boosters Club will
Installation ,f water in homes
regular meeting at But- America Chapter
and on farms Ill 'be diseuesed by hold its
ler High School at 7:30 p. m., School, under the
Earl Welch, agi 'cultural engineer,
Monday, Feb. 20, it is announced
University of Kentucky, at a by Billie T. Gre.totie, publicity Mn. Robert Chambers, h
flounced their "ems el
meeting scheduled for 7:30 p. m. chairman.
Pat Horn, president; A
Tuesday, Feb. 21 at the courtPage, vice-president; p
house.
treasurer; Sara Riehie,
'County Agent R. A. Mabry said
and Charles Wade see
all farmers and their wives who Emerson E. Williamson
Glenn, reporters
are planning le install a water
The group bad am,"
Funeral services for Emerson
system are invited to attend. Mr. Ethridge Williamson, 82, who jous projects this ),.
basketball prograne
Webb will discuss installation died at h's home near FarrsersAustralian Question
sale. '.'hey also plan to
and types of pumps necessary for
vale Friday, Feb. 10, were con- eral business houses in
Stumps Policeman
the different sources of water that
ducted at the home Sunday, Feb. and to elect the ideal bus:
San Pedro, Calif. - (AP) - might be used.
Answering questions is part of
12. He is survived by his wife or girl from their ewe;
Sam
, Steger and
Claude Deal's job as a policeman. WOMAN COLLECTS PIPES
and several children. Burial was
tive irom the Madia.onvilia
lie answers so many that he doesSanta
Calif.-(AP)--shirs.
Ana,
in Meeks Cemetery.
FOR SALE; Outboard Motors for YOUR DOLLAR: Will buy piano,
School, retently ',Hr..
n't have a home telephone. He Frieda L. Clayton has an odd hobCruiser control, shift to Scottnot overhead, at Dye Piano Co,
group.
likes
to
relax
at
night.
by
for a woman. She collects
17.50
Atwater. Warm up in neutral
409 S. Main, Hoplcinsville, Ky. 200-230
Mrs. Elnora áIft
When the duty sergeant at pipes.
11154...515000
235-280
6
shift to reverse and forward. 4
32-47tp
Odebolt, Sac cuunty,1,
headquarters sent for Deal at 2
Mrs. Elnora Clift, 87, died
In 30 years she has acquired
15.50
285-350
/
2 h. p. with
h. p. 5 it. p. and 71
a. m. em morning, the officer more than 450 rare models, irig Tuesday at Lyer Hospital in Kut- itself the "popcorn mete
Modern
SALE:
FOR
six-room
355
&
uP
shift. Williams Texaco Service
envisioned a catastrophe. At the pipes, little pipes, carved pipes, tawa. Funeral services will be world."
house with bath and a large 120-155
StationPlum and Main St.
he was told he had a plain pipes, opium pipes and even held this afternoon at Flat Rock
station
lot.
Hardwood
built
floors,
in
160-195
,16.75
tic
Phone 2445.
phone call. The caller identified water pipes. One specimen is a Presbyterian charch with the
cabinets, 4basement,
furnace Roughs, 350 & under 13.75
himself as a Mr. Addison, of Mel- hollowed briar burl, once the Rev. Ray Wigginton in charge.
FOR RENT: Sleeping room at
and gas hot water tank. Can be Roughs, 355-450
12.75
Presler Children Have
bourne, Australia. "How's the job prod possession of an Indian Burial will be in Asher cemetery.
802 W. Main; man preferred.
seen after 4 p. m. or call 2154. Roughs, 455 & up. 12.00
uciatteEt;
situation in the good old U.S.A.?" chief. Others ere made of roseWith tilts Ritplattakt• AtaO.
Also 2-room 2nd floor apartLocated near Grade school,
Survivors include a son, Roy
Minor Operations
OR. Or away. elads
n 11,
t1AAit
Ph.
Ave.
Maple
know.
wanted
ments at 307
he
to
404 E. Locust street.
RS Provtat IT( It
33-1tp COMMONWEALTH OF
wood, walrus tusk, glass and clay. Clift, Kuttawa; and two daughEddie Presler, son of Mr. and
Ftett. At-3 1141.31 33a. At
33-1tp
Deal is still wondering hcnv A 200 year old meerschaum has a ters, Mrs. Lula Rowland and Mrs. a,
3112. Tom Cash, Jr.
KENTUCKY, DEPARTMENT OF
Mo. Bill Presler, Hoplcinsville
trans Matta Lab....5....4a
MALE HELP WANTED: Man HIGHWAYS
Addison ever heard of hen.
herd of horses carved on ft, bounl. Clyde Brown, both of Fredonia.
street, had his adenoids removed
WOOD DRUC 8
with car wanted for route work.
FOR LEASE: Stone quarry on a
Sealed bids will be received by
at Princeton Hospital last week.
tonnage basis. Medium plant in
$15 to $20 in a day. No experi- the Department of Highways at
Another son, Johnny, more reoperation now, crushing agence or capital required. Stea- its office, Frankfort, Kentucky,
cently had a tonsilectomy and
lime and road rock. ocation
dy. Write today. Mr. Sharp, until 10:00 A. M. Central Standhad adenoids removed in the
Indiana. Owner-operator has
120 East Clark Street, Freeport, ard Time on the 24th day of FebTO
ruary, 1950, at which time bids
same hospital. Both children have
other conflicting interests. This
Illinois.
31-3tp will be publicly opened and read
returned home and are reported
is an opportunity for a young
for the improvement of:
to be in a satisfactory condition.
man, who has quarry experi- CRUTCHER PIANO COMPANY: ,CALDWELL COUNTY, RS 17We
tune,
repair
and
rebuild
402 The Creswell-Enon-Fredonia
ence and willing to work. No
LET NO GRAVE
pianos. We guarantee satisfac- Road from KY 91 in Fredonia to
capital required. Box 529,
tion; best of reference. Phone KY 139, 11.336 miles. ReconstrucBE UNMARKED-Princeton, Ky.
32-2tc
tion and traffic bound surface.
1473-J. Mailing address, LynEnduring Quality Memorials
The attention of prospective
Three of our employees will be away attendWANTED TO BUY: Good neighdal Clark, 410 Bryan St., Hop- bidders is.called to the prequaliModerate Prices
4
with
business
grocery
borhood
kinsville, Ky.
33-2tp fication requirements, and necesPhone 2640, Write or Visit
ing
a
cleaning
school
from
Feb.
25
thru
27.
securing
sity
of
certificate ..of
low overhead expense in operAllen Monumental
33-1tp FOR ELECTRICAL Appliances eligibility, the special provisions
ating. Phone 2314.
We are sending them so that they may serve
and Electrical Supplies, visit covering subletting or assigning
Works
FOR SALE: High quality lespedeStallins and Kennedy Electric the contract and the Department's
411
you better after learning the very latest methods
regulation which prohibits the isDawson Rd. at Center St.
za seed. Test 99.76 per cent purService, 124 E. Main St., Plume suance of proposals
after
4:30
Princeton, Ky.
in modern cleaning.
ity; 93 per cent germination.
9180 or 2389. Work guaranteed. P. M. on the day preceding the
You can get the money from us to pay scattered bills
Also Ladino clover, certified
tic opening of bids.
If you can have your cleaning ready for us
debts. Then have only one steall payment to make to
NOTE: A PURCHASE CHARGE
OF 310:00 WILL BE MADE FOR
month and only one place to pay. We can probably Ws
early during the week of Feb. 20, it will be greatMrs. Edward Carter
EACH PROPOSAL.
REMITyour monthly payments as much as one-half by combin
TANCE MUST ACCOMPANY
To Teach Piano
ly appreciated.
REQUESTS FOR THE PROPOSyour bills.
Mrs. Edward Carter, the for- AL FORMS. REFUNDS WILL
mer Miss Sue Farmer, will be- NOT BE MADE FOR ANY
4Ste4
iititelote . . . let us show you how
gin teaching a class of piano in REASON.
con help you.
Further information, bidding
Comprehensive, Fire & Theft rates have been
March.
proposals, et cetra, will be furWhile enrolled at Murray, Mrs. nished upon application to the
reduced approximately 25
on all automobile
Carter studied under Mrs. John Frankfort Office. The right is reParker, Chicago; Mr. Claire Mc- served to reject any and all bids.
policies issued after February 6th, 1950. Also
Govern, now head of the piano DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS
Frankfort, Kentucky
Liability and Property Damage to FARMERS has
department of Shawnee Univer- February 2, 1950
32-2tc
W. MARKET ST.
PHONI. 101
sity
in
Oklahoma,
and
piano
and
Princeton, NJ.
Phone 2055
been reduced on a Farmer's Automobile. See
DAVID N. RIDEol 1
"We Pick Up & Deliver"
Organ from Mr. Cecil Bolton,
Sorghum can be popped like
us for further information.
heed Of the piano department of popcorn.
.1w
the Southwestetrb Baptist SemiWe Represent Old Line Stock Companies.
nary in Texas.
Those inte
d in les/0115
A11.15ne 3417.
Advertisemerit
Seventy winners of tbsi County
Soil Conservation Essay contest
will be presented awards at a
soil conservation program for
sehool children to be held at 9
a. ns. Saturday, Feb. 25, at the
Capitol Theater.
Soil Conservationist Oliver C.
Alleock said the awards will be
preseated by the Caldwell County Farm Bureau and The Princeton Rotary • Club, sponsors of the
contest.
The program will consist of the
showing of three educational soil
conservation films, "The Golden
Secret," Hunger Signs of Plants."
and 'The People Together."
Aecording to Mr. Allcock, this
is the second program of this type
to be held in the county. Last
year 350 parents and children attended. He invited teachers and
parents to come with the children.
There will be no .acknission
charged.

and commercial Ky. 31 fescue.
FOR SALE: Six-room house with
Fredonia Valley Seed Co. Dial
water and lights on Dawson
32-Itc
4212 or 4202.
.road. Easy terms. See Kelley C.
Morse, Real Estate Agency. FOR RENT: Efficiency apartment
33-1tp
with private bath. Couple.
Available February 20. 427 East
One-half
WALLPAPER SALE:
Market, Phone 3620.
33-1tp
price on wallpaper of over 300
patterns to choose from. Joiner FOR SALE: One good, used Chevrolet, la ton pickup and one
Hardware Company, home of
1
2-ton Ford pick-up.
Red Spot Paints, Princeton, -good used /
C & L Tractor Co Dial 3305.
29-17tc
ICY.
33-Itc
WATCH MAKING: All makes and
GLASS:
AUTO
safety
Sheet
repairjewelry
models; clocks,
glass cut and installed In all
ed. All work guaranteed. Chas.
cars. Williams Texaco Service
"Pete" Russell, certified watchStation, Corner Plum & main.
maker. 203 N. Harrison St.
•
Phone 557.
33-tic
tic

Ellis Dclioc, :a annul apprintice,
USN, of 507 N. Jefferson street,
is serving aboard 'the seaplane
tender USS Norton Sound with
the Pacific Fleet,
DeBoe entered the Naval service July 5, 1949, and received
his recruit training at the Naval
Training Center, San Diego, Calif.
Before entering the Navy, he
attended Btuler High School.
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Automobile Insurance

e

"Your Laundry & Dry Cleaning
Service"

%Umiak FINANCE CORPORATION• OF

WAMORC HAM

C. A. WOODALL INS, AGENCY.
Established 1907 - Phone 2441

Princeton, Kentucky
C. A. WOODALL

VIRGIL SMITH

RETURN FROM MARKET
Joe P. Wilcox and R. L. Wilcox, of Dawson Springs, returned
Wednesday from St. Louis, Mo.,
where they spent several days
this week buying spring and summer merchandise for Western
Auto Stores.
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Red Front Offers
BABY FOOD, Gerber's asst. str.
3/
1
2 oz. can
TOMATO CATSUP, Mary's Choice
2 14 oz. bottles

81(

z, 69
29(

LIMA BEANS, Scott County
dried, No. 2 can
KRISPY CRACKERS,Sunshine
1 lb. box
CORN, Can-D-Lite, Wh. Cr. Style

.0,

i
• aa as11 1111
own if

1 947

29(

15

12R

60,000

more/1
/9549

\ pint

65(

5(

45

Meat Specials
SMOKED REGULAR PICNIC HAM, lb.

29c

Red Front Stores

Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily WSON, Henderson, Ky. 9
A. M.
WVJS 6 P. M. Owensboro., Ky, Week Days
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1951

APPLES, Red Turley, fancy
lb.
VEW CABBAGE, Texas
10 lbs.

Joe
s,
'W'

mu

us

1950

Fresh Fruits and Vegetables
5(

ILE ifilelir
FO'
huillellif

TYRONE

124
25

31

APPLES, Rome Beauty, fancy
lb.
OYSTERS, standards

,

saskai,J. E. N

10(

25(
FISHER'S AMERICAN CHEESE FOOD
2 lb. box
Co. Gent., 3 No. 2 cans
(
FRUIT COCKTAIL, Dole, fancy,.
HOMINY, Alice, fancy
No. 2/
1
2 can
35(
No. 21
/
2 can
10(
PEACHES, Remarkable, sliced
SAUER KRAUT, Lang
large No. 2/
1
2 can
11/(
large No. 2/
1
2 can
10(
DOG FOOD, King Karlo
TOMATO SOUP, Castle Haven
1 lb. can
3 for
25(
101,2 oz. can
4 for
29(
ASPARAGUS, Hunt's Green & White
GREEN BEANS, Nancy Joe, cut
tipped, 101
/
2 oz. can
oz. can
PORK & BEANS, Scott County
SPAGHETTI or MACARONI,Red Cross
No. 2% can
111(
3 pkgs.
HI HO CRACKERS, Sunshine
(
CHERRIES, South Haven, red sour
1 lb. box
32(
pitted, No. 2 can
23(
FLOUR, Log Cabin, plain
$1 39
GREENS,Nancy Joe, Kale, Mustard
25 lb. bag
or Turnip, No. 2 can
10(
CIGARETTES, Popular Brands (Ky,
MACKEREL, Curtis Pacific
only) tax inc.
i lb. can
,
,$165
22k
SALMON,Derby Brand
OCEAN WHITEFISH,
No. 1 tall can
lb.
SARDINES, Holmes, in mustard
TUNA FISH, Dice Brand
sauce, No. 4 can
10(
No. 4 can
25(
TOMATO SOUP, Heinz
HEINZ SOUP, other varieties
11 oz. can
11 oz. can
10(

29
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PLENTY Of

/997

the V"

More than a billion kilowatt hours every
year! That's what the new plants KU
ALREADY has built can generate. And there
will be nearly 300 million more when the
addition to the Pineville plant is completed
195L
That means every farm, home, and indus-

PINEVILLE

33,000 MORE
tslitas,
r:tu
Ylko
'
ithe
e:hbU
itii:ed
uggi
e:Y

try served directly or indirectly in
KU's 73
county service area will continue to
have
plenty of dependable electricity to take
care
of its needs.
Furthermore, electricity is still the biggest
bargain in the family budget. What else
does
so much ... for so little!

KENTUCKY UTILIT
N
DIES COMPANY
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